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THIS IS THE SECOND PART OF A 2 PART SEQUEL!

INT. JAKE'S HOME - MANCAVE - DAY

SUPER: 24 July 2020 - 20:39.

Third Camera - JAKE(30+- athletic male) faces the camera.

JAKE
Hey, umm, My name is Jake Morison.
So, I just found this fake
documentary on videoshare.com. 

Jake, pans the camera around -- a large PC monitor; displays
the videoshare.com website with the documentary "Hiking the
Kings Trail" on pause. As the camera pans around the desk,
there are 2 more large monitors. The displays are on a
screen-saver -- the camera pans across the room; there are
some boxes and a cabinet with hiking gear and video
equipment.

JAKE
The description states that is a
documentary of 2 guys who are
hiking some place in Scandinavia
back in 2002. Me and my buddy Dave
always wanted to make a video like
this. As if we were chased by some
Bigfoot monster. I will try to
contact him. 

Jake gets up, grabs the Third Camera -- walks towards the
cabinet with the hiking gear. He gives us a close up of the
cabinet and the content; a tent, a pan-set, a 1-pit gas-
stove, a camp hatchet, the bottom part of the cabinet is
stacked with folded hiking clothes. Jake, holds the camera
selfie style.

JAKE
Look at this! About 12 years ago;
me and Dave were convinced we would
make a documentary like this! We
bought all the camping equipment
and video cameras.

Jake puts the camera on a table -- takes a seat in a sofa,
the sofa stands in front of a home-cinema.

INT. JAKE'S MANCAVE - DAY

SUPER: 25 July 2020 - 17:39.

Jake's GoPro - we see his PC monitor - which happens to be a
large monitor. There is a video application. DAVE(+-35
athletic male) shows in the screen. Jake pushes the mouse
button -- which makes Dave's video full-screen.
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DAVE
I have seen the video, Jake. Me and
my wife were amazed about their
adventure and their software
editing skills.

Dave's WIFE NANCY (35+-, female.), she is not paying
attention to Dave or the video chat. She is cooking something
in the kitchen.

JAKE
Well, what is the verdict, Dave?

DAVE
You know, my job allows me to stay
away for a few weeks. And even my
WIFE allows me to go. However there
are a few buts, and Ifs.

JAKE
'But', as in; you can only go for 2
weeks or something? 'If'? as in; If
we stay in the states?

Dave starts to laugh. Dave waves at his WIFE.

DAVE
Nancy, come tell Jake. What the
'Ifs' and 'Buts' are.

WIFE NANCY is coming over.

WIFE NANCY
Hey Jake, you are not going to
abandon my boyfriend are you? In
the mountains, are you?

JAKE
No, why would you say that for
Nancy?

Wife Nancy is annoyed.

WIFE NANCY
Aww, forget about it. So, me and
Dave discussed this. He can go with
you! But he got to come home in 1
piece. And after this adventure
there will be no more adventures!

Jake starts to laugh.

JAKE
It won't be dangerous, me and Dave
have seen it all before. The
Swedish mountains are very much
like the local hills.
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TIM(+-7, male) comes walking toward Wife Nancy.

JAKE
Hey kid.

DAVE
Tim! Tim, is his name, Jake!

JAKE
Oh yes, I forgot. Hey Tim.

Wife Nancy, points toward a cabinet on Dave his right side.
Which displays some camping gear.

WIFE NANCY
Dave, you just have to promise.
That this cabinet with hiking gear
will be gone after you return.

INT. JAKES HOME - DAY

SUPER: 25 July 2020 - 20:52.

In a dimly lit living room Jake and his girlfriend, GF MANDY(
+-30 fit female) sit on the sofa. They are watching a large
flat-screen.

The screen shows 1 of the last scenes of the found footage
movie.

Gf Mandy is clearly not amused and has somewhat of a temper.

GF MANDY
You keep saying that, Jake!

She looks at Jake intensely.

GF MANDY
That's not a software video! That's
fucking real, Jake!

Jake tries to calm her down.

JAKE
It's just a video some guys made.
They had some professional software
to make it somewhat scary.
I told you before, me and Dave were
going to make this exact video.

GF MANDY
Yes, you told about a video you
wanted to make here in the local
hills.
Not for 5 weeks on the freaking
North Pole.
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JAKE
Aww, come on baby. It's not on the
North-pole it's just Europe.

GF MANDY
They nearly freeze to death there,
and you want to do that for, WHAT!
For fun?

JAKE
Just, to fulfill a childhood dream.

GF MANDY
And then you are gone for 5 weeks?

JAKE
You always go away Friday night
with your friends. Why shouldn't I
go away with Dave? Just this one
time.

GF MANDY
And you think I am going to sit
here? Waiting everyday for a phone-
call that they found your frozen
body.

/

Make this longer conflict scene - insert Jake moneytroubles;
so he sets up a crowdfunding with or without Dave his
knowledge

/

INT. DAVE WEDDING PARTY - DAY

SUPER: 5 Sept 2020 - 18:20.

SISTER IRIS (30+- female), holds Dave's GoPro.

Dave's Gopro - turned on -- turns around some -- shows a
small party center. Which is full of colorful wedding
decorations. Dave is in his best suit next to Wife Nancy, in
her wedding dress. Who holds the hand of Tim.

SISTER IRIS
How, do you know if it is on?

Dave grabs the camera and points toward it.

SISTER IRIS
So, it is recording?

DAVE
If the LED blinks, it is.
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Sister points the camera in Dave his face.

SISTER IRIS
Congratulations, Dave and Nancy. I
am soo happy that you two are
married. Dave could not have wished
for a better wife then you, Nancy.

WIFE NANCY
Aww, that is soo sweet of you.

DAVE
Thank you sister. Now it is your
turn to find a husband.

Sister Iris smiles uncomfortably.

SISTER IRIS
Why? Do you want to film this trip
of you and Jake, Dave.

DAVE
I, just told you in detail.

SISTER IRIS
Yes, but not on video yet. You have
not told the audience yet. If you
want to make a successful
documentary, you should give the
audience some basic information.

Dave looks at the camera for a second.

DAVE
I guess, you know better then I
sister. Since you are the best
journalist in the village!

Sister iris starts to laugh.

SISTER IRIS
That reward was for best journalist
in the county.

WIFE NANCY
He wants, to show our children that
he once was a manly man. 

Wife Nancy looks very sweet at Dave. Dave looks embarrassed
away. While he pads the young boy on the head.

DAVE
Me and Jake always did this amazing
hiking adventures. And we played
around with the idea of a hiking
documentary for 15 years or so.

(MEER)
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DAVE (CONT'D)
Now we are married, and we are
planning on having kids of the two
of us. This was the right
opportunity to make this European
Hiking adventure. 

WIFE NANCY
This is also the last time, I will
let him go off for 6 weeks!

Wife looks at Dave intensely.

WIFE NANCY
That was not a joke Dave!

Dave nods in the camera -- shakes his shoulder with his hands
in the air.

SISTER IRIS
Okay, well short and sweet. I like
it! To summery; Dave wants to proof
his manhood before he matures. 

Sister iris pans the camera around -- turns back to Dave and
his wife.

SISTER IRIS
I will interview your parents now.

She turns around -- Jake bumps into her.

SISTER IRIS
Oh, hey Jake. Who is this?

JAKE
Hey, this would be my girlfriend
Mandy.

TIME

SISTER is talking with Dave his parents. Who sit at a sofa
drinking champagne. S.O. Cheering. SISTER turns around --
sees Jake sitting on his knee -- giving a wedding ring to his
girlfriend. She burst into tears -- looks sweet at Jake --
grabs the ring -- they kiss.

TIME

SISTER IRIS
Hey Jake, are you just proposed to
this beautiful woman?

Jake smiles.

JAKE
You saw it first hand, Iris!
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Sister Iris looks at Gf Mandy.

SISTER IRIS
I am soo happy for you, Mandy.

GF MANDY
Thank you soo much. I never
expected that from Jake, tonight.

SISTER IRIS
What do you think of Jake leaving
for this debunking adventure?
Should he not stay with you if he
wants to marry you?

GF MANDY
Well, you know, if he is away for
awhile. I can arrange our wedding.

JAKE
She knows how much me and Dave
wanted to make 1 last long hiking
trip for years.

CO-WORKER(40 funny, somewhat drunk male) walks up to Jake.

CO-WORKER
That is this first time, that I saw
a proposal on a wedding party. You
got balls, Jake.

Co-worker grabs his balls as a gesture.

SISTER IRIS
Why did you choose to debunk this
video, Jake? From my research the
Trolls may be real.

GF MANDY
Yes, that's what I said. But Jake,
keeps insisting, that were just
software images.

Jake starts to laugh.

JAKE
Ahh come on, that were just some
hoaxers.

SISTER IRIS
I did some research; There is a
Swedish law from 1328 still in
effect. That grants legal
protection to Trolls.

CO-WORKER
Don't loose your balls over there
Jake.
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Co-worker shakes his head and walks off again.

JAKE
Oh God, you are one of those
conspiracy nut-cases. I read those
Troll comments on the Internet. Our
documentary will put a stop to that
nonsense once and for all, Iris.

GF MANDY
Just call me every day Jake! Like
EVERY DAY. 

INT. INFO VIDEO - DAY

SUPER: 12 Sept 2020 - 13:05.

Bright and sunny day.

Third Camera - the camera is pointed at a trail next to a
lake or river. In the distance Dave and Jake walk, with their
backpacks on their back toward the camera.

SISTER IRIS(VOICE OVER)
The Internet has been hit with a
giant hoax. Containing giant man-
eating creatures that devour anyone
who dares to enter the hiking Trail
in the barren wastelands of Sweden.
These 2 studs will be your host. In
this film, detailing the debunking
of the documentary "Trolls on the
Kings Trail."

Dave and Jake arrive at the prepared spot in front of the
camera next to the shoreline. 

They put their backpacks on the ground. (On Dave's backpack
there is a camouflage color, solar panel. - On Jake's
backpack there is a white shiny solar panel).

They both look clean cut, shaved and in tight business
shirts.

They are close to a river/lake and walk toward the camera as
they speak.

SISTER IRIS
First you, Dave.

Dave walks toward the camera with his hands together, with
the tip of the fingers touching each-other.

The camera zooms in on Dave as he speaks.
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DAVE
My name is Dave, I am 32 years old.
Me and my wife, Nancy take care of
her son from a previous relation.
Once we saw this hoax, we knew we
would be the perfect candidates.
With the right experience portfolio
to put a stop to all the conspiracy
talk, about this specific subject
on the Internet Forums. 

SISTER IRIS
Now, it is your turn, Jake.

Jake walks toward the camera -- the camera zooms in on him.

JAKE
Hey, I am Jake Morison, 30 years
old. Soon I will be married with
the most beautiful woman on this
planet, Mandy. I have a lifetime
experience in the outdoors. From
fishing, hiking, mountain biking to
survival trips. When I saw this
Hoax called the "Trolls on the
Kings Trail" all my alarm bells
were ringing. It was so obvious
fake, however the Trolls on the
Internet were convinced of its
authenticity. That's why me and
Dave, sacrifice a big part of our
spare time, funds, and experience
to debunk this hoax of the century
once and for all.

SISTER IRIS
Okay, okay! That's enough, Jake.

Sister makes a hand gesture. Dave and Jake sit on the pick-
nick table that was off-screen. On the pick-nick table there
are several phones, GPS gadgets, and video cameras. Small
camp hatchet, ice picks, etc.

SISTER IRIS
Now, Dave, what is your plan of
attack. To debunk this Internet
sensation?

DAVE
We have made a detailed analysis of
that video. Of their locations and
above all of their numerous
mistakes and errors.

JAKE
So, not to give any wiggle room to
the Trolls on the Internet.

(MEER)
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JAKE (CONT'D)
We will go in the exact same
locations and time of the year as
they did.

DAVE
That is correct. We will however
start in the North, since the
mountains are higher in the North.
So, we will avoid the sudden
snowfall, for, they hiked in the
wrong direction.

JAKE
We will also take multiple
emergency items. As multiple
phones, GPS, Compass etc etc. We
have it all covered in our well
planned-out Debunking expedition!

SISTER IRIS
You showed me the Hiking itinerary.
Technically that is not even, The
Kings Trail. 

DAVE
Yea, that is what we discovered.
Apparently Frank and Fred, tried to
avoid the "busy" 

(makes a comma sign)
 tracks on the hiking trail.

JAKE
That is 1, of the numerous errors
in their fake Troll hoax.

SISTER IRIS
Frank and Fred, had ultra modern
military equipment. Can you talk
some about that? Also, you talk
about an itinerary can you describe
that?

DAVE
I will take the first question,
Jake can you describe the
itinerary?

Jake nods in agreement.

JAKE
I will spare you all the Swedish
and Norwegian names, since they
even dazzle me. But there are some
specific locations that we will
investigate.

(MEER)
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JAKE (CONT'D)
First on the list is the Mountain
cabin in which they saw this
mysterious by now 35 year old
visitor book. Also the Internet is
arouse with the mysterious black
bag, that Frank did hide next to
the hiking trail

DAVE
Okay that's enough Jake. Well,
Frank and Fred, hiked back in 2002!
Back then things like a simple
GoPro and lightweight backpacking
gear were all high tech so called
military grade. But these days, we
can buy these things in the local
dollar store.

SISTER IRIS
Jake, remember that you have to
call your soon-to-be wife every
single day!

EXT. AIRPORT - DAY

SUPER: 17 Sept 2020 - 6:28.

Dave's GoPro - 

Dave and Jake walk outside the airport through the sliding
doors.

They stop and place their bags on the ground. They both open
their bags to see what is missing.

DAVE
They took my icepicks out I see
that already.

JAKE
My ax, is gone also. It was here on
the right side of my bag. 

JAKE
Why the hell would they take that
out, man? It wasn't even in our
hand-luggage.

DAVE 
I feel like we have been robbed
man.
As if you wake up after a good
night with a 'classy hooker'. Had a
great night, great sex, and then
you wake up.

(MEER)
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DAVE (CONT'D)
And find out, she is missing with
my keys and wallet. You know that
feeling?

Jake looking somewhat surprised.

JAKE
No, I don't really... Anyway, we
can buy that stuff somewhere in the
mountains.

EXT. ROAD SIDE - DAY

SUPER: 17 Sept 2020 - 14:52

Dave's Gopro - 

Dave and Jake are standing on the roadside. Next to a simple
bus stop.

Jake looks anxiously at the 1 side of the road. Dave looks on
his smart-phone.

DAVE
Dude, it should have been here 30
minutes ago.

JAKE
Maybe, we missed it.

DAVE
No, we were 15 minutes early.

JAKE
Okay, let's give it 10 more
minutes.

Dave looks at the bus-stop time table.

DAVE
Wait, I call this number.

Dave calls.

DAVE
Yes, hello with Dave.. I am here at
the bus-stop at Fauske and we are
waiting for bus N65. But it is 30
minutes too late.

JAKE
35 minutes.
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DAVE
(In his telephone)

35 minutes already... It is the
summer time table?.. It is summer
it is September... Oh okay.. Yes
all rite bye.

Dave looks at the time table again.

DAVE
That is the summer time table. We
need the winter timetable in
September.

Jake looks at the time table also.

JAKE
Yes, okay, the dates are stated.

DAVE
Would you look at the winter
timetable in bloody September?

JAKE
Here the next bus goes tomorrow
10:15.

DAVE
Right.

Dave looks around.

DAVE
Great place to stay the first
night.

JAKE
It's only 10Km right to the trail-
head.

DAVE
Yea.

JAKE
Okay, so we walk.

Just when they start walking a car pulls over.

INT. CAR HITCHHIKE - DAY

SUPER: 15 minutes later.

Jake's GoPro - shows a WOMAN(+-50 female) driving in her car
on a deserted road through the forest. Dave sits in the
passenger seat.
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WOMAN
You are, going up in the mountains?

DAVE
Yes, a long hike down south.

WOMAN
The Kungsleden.

JAKE
Yes! How do you know that?

WOMAN
That's what you do around here. I
have been hiking in the mountains
many times.

DAVE
Okay, any tips?

WOMAN
Yea, don't go in September.

JAKE
Ouuhhh, scary Trolls, right?

Woman starts laughing.

WOMAN
No, because of the snow of-course.

DAVE
It is middle of September. Look
outside, it is nice and sunny.

WOMAN
Yes, but it can go snowing any day
in September.

JAKE
Thanks! But we have snow gaiters,
snow jackets everything.

DAVE
Yes, we are prepared for some snow.

WOMAN
Okay.. I told you... Here you can
start your hike. The trail starts
here.

Woman stops the car, and Dave and Jake get out.

EXT. TRAILHEAD - NIGHT

SUPER: 21:00.
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Dave's GoPro - 

Dave and Jake stand on the roadside where the hiking trail
goes into the forest.

At the start of the trail which is nothing more then a simple
hiking trail sign -- is a poster of a missing hiker. With the
text: "Missing since 2017"

DAVE
Not much of a trail really.

JAKE
Maybe, it gets bigger further down.

DAVE
Okay, lets go.

They hike into the forest.

SUPER: 15 minutes later.

JAKE
Okay, we made it in 1 day from USA
to this trail in the middle of
nowhere. Time to setup camp.

DAVE
Yea, call me when you find a flat
spot for a bloody tent, okay?

Jake stops for a minute to look around.

JAKE
Didn't we take those bivybags? For
a situation like this.

DAVE
You want to sleep in a bivybag,
after 14 hours of flying, 2 hours
in the taxi, a bus ride, and a
hitchhike?

JAKE
Sounds better then hiking with all
this stuff, really.

EXT. TRAIL - NIGHT

SUPER: 18 Sept 2020 - 2:36.

Dave's GoPro - The camera moves erratically before it
stabilizes. A small flashlight shines through the forest.

JAKE (OFF SCREEN)
How the hell should I know it was
going to rain dude?
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DAVE
I told you we should find a good
spot for a tent.

JAKE
Dude, my whole bag is soaking wet.

DAVE
Same here, my sleeping bag also.

JAKE
Fuck, we can't sleep like this.

DAVE
No, so, we better get going.

JAKE
At least we had some sleep, right?

They pack their stuff.

SUPER: 2 hours later.

Dave and Jake hike in the dark, through the forest. Their
headlights shine in front of them.

JAKE
I told you. That we should have
started in the South.

DAVE
Yes, I know. So did I.

JAKE
Doesn't seem like that world famous
hiking trail is getting any bigger
really.

DAVE
Maybe, in the south it is bigger
since there are more people walking
on it.

JAKE
Maybe, I thought there would be
more hikers.

DAVE
Maybe that woman put us on a road
to nowhere.

JAKE
She was kinda creepy.

DAVE
Yea, she looked a little bit as
that Troll in the video.
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Jake starts laughing.

JAKE
Yes, shit I forgot to film her.

EXT. TRAIL DOCU - DAY

SUPER: 20 Sept 2020 - 12:36.

IT IS A NICE SUNNY DAY.

Jake keeps the Third Camera pointed at the river bank. Where
Dave walks calmly toward the camera. 

Third Camera - has an overview of the riverbank, and zooms in
on Dave while he talks. Dave walks from the river bank toward
the camera. His hands are together while the tips of his
fingers touch each-other.

DAVE
This ladies and gentleman is where
Frank and Fred saw the legendary
software monsters. 

Dave looks calmly around then extends his rights arm toward
the riverbank.

DAVE
As you can witness yourself. There
are currently no giant man-eating
Trolls roaming around. We will
further this investigation toward
final disclosure. Ahum, of their
fakery.

Third Camera - zooms out again.

EXT. TRAIL - DAY

SUPER: 20 Sept 2020 - 16:20.

Jake's GoPro - Jake is climbing in a tree. Jake's phone
starts to ring. Jake picks it up.

JAKE
Hey baby, I am fine really.

JAKE
No, I am actually, in a tree. The
GPS is fucked around here. So I am
trying to get a GPS location.

Jake drops the phone. Jake goes down -- The phone is broken.
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JAKE
Fuck, just when I had the GPS
fixed.

EXT. TRAIL FISHING SPOT - DAY

SUPER: 21 Sept 2020 - 13:12.

It is a nice sunny day.

Third Camera - Dave sits on a log next to the shore of a
lake. He is cutting the aluminum from an empty beer can. Next
to him there is a fishing pole, and some small boxes with
fishing hooks and fishing floats.

TIME

Dave's GoPro -- Jake stands next to Dave and shows his
fishing lure to Dave's GoPro. The lure is a DIY fishing lure
from a tin can. Dave throws it out. Dave reels his fishing
lure in.

Dave hooks a fish. He reals it in -- Jake looks toward his
right and sees Dave reeling in a fish.

JAKE
No way! You are stuck right?

Dave holds the fish out of the water. Shows it in front of
his GoPro -- The makeshift lure from a tin can is clearly
visible.

DAVE
Well, we will cut this out. Somehow
that fake story could have been
true.

Jake reels his fishing line in as well -- catches a small
trout as well.

JAKE
Oh my God! I got one as well.

Jake shows the fish in Dave his GoPro as well.

DAVE
Oh well. We will use the beer cans
instead.

TIME

Jake walks from the shoreline toward the camera with his
hands together with the tip of the fingers touching each-
other. The camera zooms in on him as he starts talking.
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JAKE
Ladies and gentleman, on our quest
to debunk.
We are today trying out the beer
can fishing lure.
See yourself how we debunk The
troll Hoax step by step.

TIME

Third Camera - Dave and Jake are at the shore they show their
beer can lure to the camera. They are full cans of beer, with
a bend tent peg taped to it. they throw the can with their
hands into the lake, making 2 loud splashes. -SPLASH- -- They
reel in their beer can lures, both their tips of their rod
are bend very far.

DAVE
Shit still didn't catch anything
with this lure.

JAKE
Just 1 more cast, Dave. We will
catch that monster fish today.

EXT. TRAIL CAMPSITE - EXT

SUPER: 22 Sept 2022 - 12:31.

Third Camera - Dave and Jake sit next to a campfire. Dave
sits on a log at a fire circle. In his shorts and T-shirt, it
is a nice sunny day. There are 2 trouts on the fire.

DAVE
I am going to get the coffee.

Dave stands up -- walks off. Jake messes around with his
trout. Then Jake looks up (as if he heard something). Jake
looks paranoid around. The tree on the right side of the
Third camera, starts shaking violently -- the tree falls down
with a loud noise. WHAM! -- falls right on the campfire.

JAKE
AAAHHH! Hey Dave, watch out! there
is a fucking Troll.

Jake jumps up -- Dave comes running in the screen -- grabs
Jake by the shoulders.

DAVE
What the fuck, happened? Are you
okay?

JAKE
Yes, I think so. A giant Troll came
to attack us.

(MEER)
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JAKE (CONT'D)
I think he is scared for fire man!
When he saw the fire he bit that
fucking tree and left.

DAVE
You look hypothermic Jake! You
shiver like a vibrator. We need to
get you warmed up in the sleeping
bag!

TIME

Third Camera - Jake is warming up at the campfire, he sits
wrapped in a sleeping bag. Even though it is a nice sunny
day!

JAKE
Oh man, I thought I would freeze to
death.

DAVE
Good thing we got this bottle of
whiskey with us.

Dave shows a half full bottle of whiskey to the camera.

DAVE
In case someone would be
hypothermic.

JAKE
Too bad you just missed that Troll.

Dave starts to laugh.

EXT. TRAIL - DAY

SUPER: 23 Sept 2020 - 12:36.

Third Camera - It is storming, wind is blowing, the sky is
dark.

Dave and Jake their tents are setup, beside a fire circle. In
the forest. There is a small fire, and some food cooking on
it. Dave looks at Jake.

DAVE
Do you hear that creepy noise?

JAKE
Yes, it sounds like something
really humongous is about to attack
us.

Dave pulls on a badly hidden string, running off the screen.
A tree falls down, on Jake his tent. They both jump up.
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And are running while screaming toward the sound, off screen.

They come walking back 5 seconds later. Jake grabs the tree
and inspects it.

JAKE
Look here. It looks to me as if,
that Troll threw his toothpick at
us.

Dave had a close inspecting of a part of the tree that
penetrated Jake his tent.

DAVE
Yes, you can see here the scrape
marks.

Dave looks at Jake.

DAVE
That is what that Troll was doing.
When we saw him with that tree in
his hand the other day.

JAKE
Yes, now we know why all those
trees are broken. When we saw him
sit down chewing on that tree as if
it was a sate stick.

DAVE
That Troll must be at least 30 feet
big, Jake! 

EXT. TRAIL ON HILL TOP - DAY

SUPER: 23 Sept 2021 - 16:23.

Dave's GoPro - Is turned on. Jake talks agitated to Dave.

JAKE
I just need it to call my wife. My
phone broke the other night.

DAVE
No, Jake I told you even at home.
You should have your own phone.
Since I can not afford to loose my
phone.

Jake throws his hands in the air, bald his fists.

JAKE
Are you really going to be like
that! We would make this a fun and
relax trip for a change.
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DAVE
I have a whole list at home, Jake.
With the items you borrowed from
me, and either lost or broke before
you returned it.

Jake, shakes his head. Wants to say something but keeps his
mouth shut. Turns around; as if he leaves -- quickly turns
around -- grabs Dave's phone -- runs off.

DAVE
Hey jackass! That is the last
fucking phone we have.

Jake keeps on running.

TIME

SUPER: 15 minutes later.

DAVE
NOO FUCKING ASSHOLE. My wife was
right. When she told me that you
would ruin it all.

JAKE
Your wife would never talk like
that about me.

DAVE
That was the sweetest thing she
ever told about you, Jake.

Jake hands over the phone -- Dave check it -- the phone is
alright.

DAVE
What's wrong with it?

JAKE
The GPS. It says that we are in
Oslo.

EXT. MOUNTAIN - DAY

SUPER: 24 Sept 2020 - 17:52.

Dave's GoPro - 

It is a nice sunny day, Jake calls his girlfriend.

JAKE
Hey, baby, what's up? Yes, the
weather is very nice here. No snow,
now. It is the middle of the summer
here.

(MEER)
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JAKE (CONT'D)
Yes, we did caught some fish really
relaxing. No, no, Trolls "Yet".

Dave sits waiting with his stuff ready to go. As soon as Jake
hangs up.

DAVE
Come on Jake! We need to go. We
need to make up some time.

Jake hands over the telephone to Dave.

JAKE
Dude, it's okay, look the weather.
With this kind of weather we can
make good speed.

DAVE
Yes, okay, let's start with making
good time now.

EXT. CAMPSITE - NIGHT

SUPER: 25 Sept 2020 - 23:11.

Jake's GoPro - is turned on, it is completely dark.

It is snowing heavy.

S.O. A loud Troll roar.

Jake's hand unzips Dave's tent. Gets inside and grabs Dave by
the arm. Dave somewhat sleepy and mad.

DAVE
What the fuck is going on?

JAKE
We need to go. Something is out
there.

Jake goes outside the tent and looks around the tent. In the
distance something big is moving in the shadows of the
forest. S.O. Tent zipper.

DAVE
What is it?

JAKE
It is big.

Dave walks toward it -- sees the TROLL(10-feet large hairy
creature with an ugly face. With big hands), walking -- Dave
grabs Jake his shoulder and they jump behind the tent. Dave
grabs something from his pocket. Jake looks around the tent.
And see the Troll walking toward them 20 feet away.
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Jake turns around and starts walking the other way.

Dave grabs Jake and holds him from leaving. Dave sounds a
bear alarm. TUUUUUT --. They look at the Troll.

The Troll stops, he looks all-of-the sudden at his left side.
Then the Troll runs into the forest.

JAKE
What did just happen?

Dave walks toward the direction they saw the Troll. Jake
follows. Dave points toward his right side. Jake looks that
way. The Troll has a Deer by the head.

DAVE
We better go now!

They turn around and start running.

SUPER: 30 minutes later.

They sit on the ground next to a tree catching their breath.

DAVE
What the fuck, was that?

JAKE
Well. If that wasn't a Troll it
must have been a bear.

DAVE
Right a Troll. MR skeptic.

JAKE
So, what was it?

DAVE
We need to go back.

JAKE
You are crazy dude.

DAVE 
No, seriously we will freeze to
death.

JAKE
It's kinda cold.

They sit there while they listen.

Dave gets up slowly. Jake follows just when they want to walk
back the way they came from. 

In the distance a shadow crosses the trail.
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They stay silent.

When a loud roaring sounds and comes toward them.

They run off again.

EXT. FOREST - DAY

SUPER: 26 Sept 2020 - 06:19.

Jake's GoPro - 

Dave runs behind Jake, through the dense snow and storm, S.O.
heavy breathing.

Jake stops at once, turns around, yelling.

JAKE
Dave, look there! There is a
fucking road man.

Dave doesn't seem to see or hear Jake and keeps running at
the direction Jake pointed at.

EXT. TRAIL ROAD CROSSING - DAY

Jake's GoPro - 

They arrive at the road. They wait at the side of the road. 

SUPER: 10 minutes later.

A car appears in the distance, Dave stands on the road waving
the car down.

The car stops the driver, SWEDE(+-60 male) starts talking in
Swedish.

JAKE
Hey man we need some help.
We got attacked and our tent are
there etc etc

The man lets them in. 

SWEDE
So, where to gentlemen?

Dave looks at Jake.

DAVE
Where to, Jake?

JAKE
Anywhere.

INT. GAS STATION - DAY
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INT. GAS STATION - DAY

SUPER: 26 Sept 2020 - 08:11.

Jake's GoPro - They are inside a petrol station. The Swede
pays for some gas at the cashier.

Swedish guy to CASHIER(+-30 male) in Swedish. 

SWEDE
These tourists lost their tents.
And they got attacked.

Cashier is laughing.

CASHIER
Attacked by what? A bear... Or a
Troll?

Swede and cashier laughing out loud.

CASHIER
There are many big Trolls here, you
better stay out of the mountains.

Swede laughing out loud.

SWEDE
Tourists...

CASHIER
Probably just a moose or reindeer,
they make funny noises and leave
big print in the snow. Especially
with the first snow like last
night.

Dave looks at Jake.

DAVE 
Maybe it was a moose.

SWEDE
Anyway, I have to get going. Let me
know what you want to do?
I can leave you here. Or you can
hitch a ride to "Fauske" 30 Swedish
miles away.

JAKE
What's in Fauske?

SWEDE 
It's just a town. Like any other
town.

Jake to Dave
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JAKE
Maybe it was just a moose. Let's go
back.

Dave to Swede.

DAVE 
We lost our tents and bags on the
hiking trail between 'Mavas' and
'Laistugan' when we run away from
that Troll.

Swede and cashier laughing out loud.

Cashier points toward a tourist souvenir of a Troll with a
fishing pole.

CASHIER
They are on discount! Maybe you
want to take a souvenir back home?

DAVE
Do you know, if we can find it
back?

SWEDE
Yes, that is 2 Swedish miles from
the road. Where I picked you guys
up.

Dave to Jake.

DAVE
Two miles? It felt like we run all
night long.

JAKE
Yes, we must have run at least 20
miles.

SWEDE
Yes could be. But I really have to
get going, I can bring you at the
start of the trail if you want. Or
I go now.

JAKE
Okay, Dave, let's go back to our
stuff just 2 miles. That should be
Just fine, now it is light.

INT/EXT. SWEDE'S CAR - DAY

SUPER: 26 Sept 2020 - 08:52.

Jake's GoPro - Shows Swede, driving his car, Dave sits in the
passenger seat. Outside there is a thin layer of snow.
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JAKE
Tell me one more time about this
cabin. I could not understand it
very well.

SWEDE
About, 3 Swedish miles to the
South. There is a cabin, free to
use. It is a good spot to stay the
night in case the weather is bad. 

DAVE
We do not need a cabin. We have
everything we need in our bags, and
we have prepared very well for this
trip.

Swede looks at Dave.

SWEDE
Oh well, suit yourself. The cabin
is situated very nice on the
lakeside, there are some real nice
pikes there.

JAKE
What are the loud animal sounds at
night? We got spooked last night
pretty bad.

SWEDE
There are several animals that roam
the mountain at night. It may have
been Moose, Bears, Wolves, or even
Wolverines. Tourists get spooked
here all the time. Often they get
lost in these mountains because the
GPS and compass does not work
properly in these mountains.

DAVE
Yeah, we noticed that with the
compass and GPS. For my job I work
a lot, with GPS data from across
the world however to my knowledge
GPS should work just about anywhere
in the world.

Starts to laugh.

SWEDE
Just about anywhere yes. But not in
these mountains. I can assure you
that.
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DAVE
To my knowledge, the only place GPS
devices do not work properly; is if
they are jammed, or spoofed.

Swede looks intensely to Dave.

SWEDE
Look, I just told you. Many city
folks get lost around here. You
convinced me that you know what you
are doing. I do not know about
fancy GPS, telephones and the like.
But I do know these mountains. Stay
on the trail and stay out of the
dark.

Swede slows down the car and steers towards a parking spot on
the side of the road.

JAKE
Okay, I guess, we will take it
easy, Dave. How can there be snow
by the way Swede? We expected the
first snow at the end of our trip.

SWEDE
This far up north there can be snow
any day of the year.

SWEDE
Okay gentlemen, here is the trail.
I have to keep going or I will
loose my appointment. 

EXT. ROAD TRAIL - DAY

SUPER: 15 minutes later.

Jake's Gopro - Dave and Jake are at the crossing between the
road and the hiking trail.

DAVE 
So, just hike 2 Miles and have a
sleep in the tent. And we go from
there.

JAKE
Yes, sounds like a plan. Let's go.

TIME

DAVE
What I don't understand is how that
Swedish guy said it was 30 miles to
"Stromstrund" but that must be at
least 200 KM.
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JAKE
Not, sure really. All those names
sound a like really. Or that guy
was fucking with us.

DAVE
They seemed to make fun of us yes.
I have never heard a European laugh
so hard.

EXT. TRAIL - DAY

SUPER: 26 Sept 2020 - 16:03.

Dave's GoPro - Cold shivering, grumpy.

JAKE
Loong fucking miles over here.

DAVE
That Swedish guy was fucking with
us.
We hiked at least 20 miles at
night. How can he say its only 2
mile back!

JAKE
Swedish miles he said.

DAVE
Hey, Jake, did you call your
girlfriend??

JAKE
Shit I forgot. Let me call her.

Jake tries to make a phone-call.

JAKE
No answer.

TIME

GF Mandy, answers the phone

JAKE
Heyy baby.
Don't be mad.
I am soo glad to hear you.
Yes everything is fine.
Just no reception.
No really.
You, want a photo?

Jake sends a picture from previous day.
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JAKE
No live picture... Bad connection
really.
Okay, low pixel setting.
Wait a second.

Jake makes a picture of himself, in a T-shirt in the snow. In
the background Dave stands trying to keep his hands warm in
his arm pits.

Jake sends the picture by messenger to his GF.

JAKE
Here you go.
Yes it really was nice weather all
week.
It just started snowing yesterday
No I am not lie-ing really.
Baby.

Jake tries to call back, but no answer.

JAKE
She doesn't believe me Dave. Can
you believe that?

DAVE
Don't know really, what to think.

JAKE
Okay, she will call back tomorrow I
guess.

EXT. FIRST CAMPSITE - DAY

SUPER: 26 Sept 2020 - 17:31. 

Jake's GoPro -- Walks through fresh fallen snow -- he follows
their own foot tracks. He looks up -- and sees the tents on
the left side of the trail. When he leaves the trail and
walks toward the tents. There are some giant Troll footprints
in the snow. He stands over the first one that he encounters
-- he stops and points toward it.

DAVE
What is that?

JAKE
A footprint.

DAVE 
It is big.

Dave makes a picture with his cellphone of the Troll
footprint.
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JAKE
I am not sleeping here. With this
Troll roaming around.

DAVE
Dude, Trolls don't exist. You heard
the locals. They may lock us up if
we say stuff like this.

JAKE
We did see something right, last
night?

DAVE
Yes, something tried to attack us.

JAKE
Maybe, it was a bear.

DAVE
Yea could be. It must have been a
big one, considering this giant
footprints.

JAKE
I will send a picture to my wife
when she calms down some.

DAVE
I just send a picture to my sister.
She is rather good in
investigating, things like this.

JAKE
Let's get our stuff. And walk at
least to the other side of the
road. Before we sleep.

TIME

SUPER: 36 minutes later.

Jake's GoPro - Jake secures his solar panel on his backpack. 

DAVE
Yes, are you done?

Jake grabs his backpack and straps it on his back -- looks
over where Dave stands waiting with his backpack strapped on.

Dave's phone starts bleeping, indicating a new message
received.

Dave grabs his phone, and read something on the display.

Dave reads the message out loud, so that Jake can hear it.
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DAVE
I have done the research. The
Swedish government website has an
image of the exact same footprint
as you send to me. That website
states. That are the hoaxers
placing false footprints. And the
area you are in, is known for its
bear activity.

JAKE
Yes, I was actually thinking the
same. We saw a bear attack. Kinda
cool.

EXT. RIVERS EDGE - DAY

SUPER: 27 Sept 2020 - 11:24.

Dave's GoPro - stands at a river where the hiking trail goes
through the river. Dave looks over where Jake catches up with
him. Jake puts his backpack down and sits on the ground.

JAKE
Uhmm, me and your wife.

Dave looks intensely at Jake.

JAKE
You know, we used to be on the same
school.

DAVE
Yes I know, Jake. You used to call
her, fat, all the time. But that is
20 years ago.

JAKE
Uhm, it is more like we were kinda
close sometimes.

DAVE
Okay, so. You fucked her?

JAKE
Uhm, no what I am trying to say.

DAVE
Whatever happened to you two is 20
years ago, Jake. Get over it. We
are married now.

EXT. TRAIL SIGN - DAY

SUPER: 27 Sept 2020 - 17:12.
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Dave's GoPro - Jake stands at a fork in the trail -- points
toward the sign -- Dave catches up -- the trail sign states
'Storfjellet' -- Dave has a good look.

EXT. CAMPFIRE SPOT - DAY

SUPER: 27 Sept 2020 - 21:41.

Jake's GoPro - sits at a fire -- Dave plays with his phone.

DAVE
Why the hell did you, lock my GPS
in Oslo?

JAKE
Because we would visit the red
light district of-course!

DAVE
Well, I just checked for that. It
is apparently half a mile down
south from here!

JAKE
You are the GPS professional. You
said we could rely on GPS even
without a map and compass.

DAVE
YES, but that did not count on your
GPS spoofing.

EXT. TRAIL - DAY

SUPER: 28 Sept 2020 - 12:39.

Dave's Gopro - Jake looks at the compass and a trail sign. He
stands at the fork of two hiking trails.

JAKE
We need to go to the left trail.

DAVE
No, we go South. Straight on.

Jake shows the compass. It points toward the left.

DAVE
Oh this is one of your stupid
jokes. Got some magnet going on or
something?

JAKE
Look! It points that way.
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DAVE
We looked at the compass 15 minutes
ago Jake. It was pointing that way.

Jake moves around looking at the compass.

EXT. TRAIL HILLSIDE - NIGHT

SUPER: 28 Sept 2020 - 17:34.

Dave's GoPro - Jake hikes in front. 

DAVE
We need to find a shelter Jake. 

Dave looks up the hill -- dark cloudy sky indicates upcoming
storm/rain.

JAKE
It is nearly 6:00 o clock man! I
will loose my GF, if I do not make
this phone-call.

Dave grabs his phone -- looks at the display -- no signal --
shows the phone to Jake -- Jake has a close look. Jake points
toward the hill top.

JAKE
The way I see it Dave; over there
we have a great vantage point. From
there we can decide tomorrow
morning what the best route is.

Dave turns around and starts hiking -- Jake pulls Dave his
jacket -- Dave stops. Dave points toward the sky.

DAVE
Look at that storm brewing Jake.
That is the clumsiness, we would
avoid.

Dave turns around and starts hiking again. Jake grabs the
phone -- Dave holds on to it and puts it in his chest pocket.

JAKE
You told your wife, that we would
stay together Dave! I will be on
that hilltop tonight.

Jake starts hiking on the hilltop.

EXT. STOR FJELLET - NIGHT

SUPER: 28 Sept 2020 - 20:29.
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Dave's GoPro - Jake walks the last steps onto the hill --
chucks his backpack down next to a, Hiking destination
sign(It has 2 posts and a sign with large letter). Jake looks
at the trail sign.

JAKE
Oh, wow. We made it up the elusive
"Stor Fjellet".

Dave catches up and looks at the trail sign as well.

DAVE
Oh wow, that was unexpected. We
need to document this. This will be
a solid debunk. 

Dave chucks down his backpack.

Third Camera - Dave and Jake are standing below the trail
destination sign; "Stor Fjellet". They both point at it. Then
bring their balded fists together as a BOX sign. And both
look into the camera.

Dave's Gopro - Dave hands his telephone over to Jake.

DAVE
Don't you loose it Jake. It is the
last phone we got!

Jake grabs the phone walks off -- looks around at Dave, Dave
walks toward the backpacks. Jake sits on a rock. Makes a
call.

TIME

View of the area - they can see a large lake in the distance.

The tents are on the other side of the campfire, in the
background there is a big lake. The tents are set half up to
stones, since there was no flat or camping spot.

There is a campfire in front of a make shift shelter with a
dark green tarp. They sit underneath the tarp at the
campfire.

DAVE
If this is the "stor fjellet" which
means, according to my thorough
research; big mountain. Then that
big lake must be the "stor sjon".

JAKE
Pass me the whiskey Dave. Because I
don't have a clue.

Dave hands over the whiskey. Dave looks at the tents that are
waving in the storm.
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DAVE
Good thing, that I brought those
storm tent pegs. The tents look
like they will fly off anytime.

JAKE
I don't think so. They are special
hiking tents. They should withstand
some wind.

Jake messes with Dave his phone. 

S.O. Troll roaring in the distance.

DAVE
Hey Jake, do you hear that.

JAKE
That is the same fucking sound. We
were running from the other night.

Jake puts the phone on a stone in between them. The display
is still on.

Jake gets up -- looks around. Dave gets up as well.

The display of Dave's phone, goes to black.

Dave drinks the last gulp of whiskey.

Dave throws the empty bottle of whiskey with a solid throw
over his shoulder. - KLING - it break on the single sign
post.

DAVE
What ever it was. I go to bed Jake.

Jake walks toward his tent.

JAKE
Me first! I am fucking tired.

Jake jumps inside his tent and zips the tent. Dave walks
toward his tent.

EXT. CAMPSITE STOR FJELLET - DAY

SUPER: Next morning. - 29 Sept 2020 - 08:17.

Jake's GoPro - pans around -- Dave sits at the fireplace and
makes a small fire. The camo tarp has been blown away, and
blows in the wind anchored by a single string tied to a rock.

JAKE
Hey Dave! Where is your phone.

Dave looks with a straight face at Jake.
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DAVE
You tell me Jake. You wanted to
call your girlfriend. Where is the
phone Jake?

Jake is looking around.

DAVE
That was our last phone, Jake.
Where the fuck is it?

Jake grabs the tarp -- looks below it -- beside it -- Dave
joins the search.

DAVE
Well Jake. Where the fuck is it?

Jake gets a little bit agitated.

JAKE
Don't start this Dave. We were both
here last night. You can not blame
me, that some one took the phone.

DAVE
Nobody took the phone, Jake! You
fucking lost it. The fucking last
phone we got.

JAKE
Come on Dave. Just use your
emergency phone.

Dave looks surprised at Jake.

DAVE
What emergency phone?

JAKE
I know you all my life Dave! You
have always a backup.

DAVE
I was thinking, you had matured
since you even proposed your
Girlfriend.

JAKE
What does that have to do with
anything?

DAVE
I have never lost a phone in my
life. The reason I used to take a
backup, was because you used to
loose all my stuff, Jake.
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JAKE
Ah fuck off. Phones are for
pussies.

DAVE
You are the fucking pussy. You keep
calling, borrowing my phones, then
loose them. Even if I had an
emergency phone. You would loose it
today anyway.

JAKE
How will I call my Girlfriend now?

DAVE
Tell me when you know the answer to
that question. Because I don't have
a fucking clue.

JAKE
FUCK! she told me she would not
marry me if I will not call her.

DAVE
Well, I guess you would loose her
anyway. in the rain, in the tree or
some other stupid place. 

EXT. TRAIL - DAY

SUPER 29 Sept 2020 - 8:24.

Dave's GoPro - they sit at a make shift shelter. The compass
is on a rock.

JAKE
So she told with this sweet voice;
that she loves me.

DAVE
That's when my alarm bells start
ringing.

JAKE
Yes, same by me. So I started
questioning her; Where have you
been last night?

Dave looks at the compass.

DAVE
Shit we just missed it. Did you get
that?
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Dave looks closes to the compass, so that we can see the
needle. The North needle points toward his right.

JAKE
I think so. It pointed the other
way just seconds ago. 

EXT. LAKESIDE CABIN - EXT

SUPER: 30 Sept 2020 - 16:34.

Jake's Gopro - Dave hikes 40-feet in front with steady steps.
In the distance there is a big lake. - Dave, sees the lake -
stops hiking and turns around -- looks at Jake, and then
points toward the lake. - Jake, catches up.

JAKE
That must be the lake where that
old guy kept talking about. That
mountain cabin must be some place
on the left side.

Dave looks at Jake.

DAVE
You are not thinking about staying
there. Right?

Jake, turns around and looks the way they came from(miles and
miles of barren landscape). - Turns around again and sees the
lake in the distance.

JAKE
We came here to make an adventurous
documentary. If we stay in those
mountain cabins all the time we
will miss a lot of wild life, scary
noises and stuff.

DAVE
That's my man! That is why I like
to go out with you, Jake! Most
people would stay in those tourist
spots.

Jake starts hiking the trail again.

JAKE
We need to move though, we can't
set up camp in eyesight of that
cabin.

Dave passes Jake -- hikes with steady steps -- looks toward
the lake -- stops and points toward the lake. 

DAVE
Do you see that?
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Jake, stops next to Dave and looks toward the lake. There is
a Troll walking, next to the lake. He walks toward the left
side and disappears behind the trees/hills. 

JAKE
Yes! What the fuck, was that?

DAVE
It seemed big to me! Maybe that was
a Troll.

Jake starts to laugh.

JAKE
Oh my God! I never thought. That I,
would here YOU say that.

DAVE
It was big, right?

JAKE
Yes! Turn on your Gopro, Dave. So,
we film whatever that was.

EXT. LAKESIDE CABIN - DAY

SUPER: 45 minutes later.

Dave's GoPro - Hikes next to the lake - looks upward and sees
the mountain-cabin. Stops walking and turns around. 

Where Jake walks only feet after him who gestures to be
silent. Jake stops also and looks to the cabin as well --
S.O. Troll roar in the distance. Jake is spooked, stays
silent. Looks around.

Dave looks around as well but there is nothing to see. 

JAKE
We need to get out of here!

DAVE
Yes, let's go back?

JAKE
Yes!

Dave looks toward the mountain cabin. The door opens --
someone throws something from a pan outside. The door closes
again, steam is coming from the ground.

DAVE
Did you see, that, Jake?

JAKE
Yea, she was pretty.
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EXT/INT. - LAKESIDE CABIN - NIGHT

SUPER: 5 minutes later.

Dave's GoPro - Dave hikes next to the lake, the mountain-
cabin is visible on the left side.

JAKE
Are you sure you do not want to go
inside, Dave?

Dave turns around, where Jake walks.

DAVE
No, we should get going. Find a
good spot to camp.

Dave turns around.

HIKER NIKLES
Hej, what's up?

JAKE
Hey.

DAVE
We are heading south!

HIKER NIKLES
Yea, I can see that!

Jake walks toward HIKER NIKLES(+-35, Fit male, long hair,
unshaven face) who stands in the door opening of the cabin.

HIKER NIKLES
We are coming from the south. It is
a though walk from here. Why don't
you guys warm up inside first?

Jake shakes the hand from Hiker Nikles. And talks with him
but it is inaudible from Dave his camera. Dave walks toward
them also. Jake walks behind the hiker inside. The door stays
open.

-- Dave walks inside as well.

HIKER ANNA
Hey, 1 more. What would, your name
be?

Dave shakes the hand of HIKER ANNA (athletic female +-30).

DAVE
My name would be; Dave. And what
would your name be?

HIKER ANNA
My name is, Anna.
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In the cabin; the wood-stove is burning, the 2 hikers are
casually dressed with a shirt on.

Dave pans around some and sees, Jake who walks toward the
emergency phone -- picks up the horn. Puts it to his ear --
and puts it back again.

HIKER NIKLES
There is no calling mommy! In these
mountains!

Dave and Jake look toward the Hiker Nikles.

HIKER NIKLES
If you can't take care of yourself.
You got no business around here.

INT. LAKESIDE CABIN - NIGHT

SUPER: 30 Sept 2020 - 22:53.

Dave's GoPro - 

The wood-stove is burning they all have a beer next to them
and there are a dozen empty beer cans standing around.

Jake, sits next to Hiker Anna. Jake gets friendly with her.

JAKE
So, we walked on the mountain
looking down at the lake. We saw
something big walking.

DAVE
Yes, what is in these mountains
that is like 10 feet big and hairy?

Hiker Nikles looks at Hiker Anna.

HIKER ANNA
I am not saying it, Nikles.

JAKE
So Mr skeptic over here thought it
was a fucking Troll.

Hiker Nikles looks at Hiker Anna.

JAKE
Then we see this cabin. And the
most beautiful woman I ever saw
threw something out of the window.

Hiker Anna smiles friendly.
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HIKER NIKLES
Hey, Jake! You are wayy to ugly for
her.

JAKE
You don't seem like a outstanding
citizen yourself!

HIKER NIKLES
Seriously, you seem like you didn't
take a shower for 3 weeks.

Jake looks at Dave.

JAKE
Why is it, that all the assholes
end up with the pretty woman?

Hiker Nikles, looks intensely at Jake.

HIKER NIKLES
The last guy that made an advance
on her ended up missing.

HIKER ANNA
(timid voice)

He got eaten by a, Troll.

Jake starts to laugh, the others join in. The laughing stops
-- half a second of silence, while they drink their beers.
S.O. Troll roaring outside.

DAVE
Watch out, Jake! The Troll comes
for you!

They all start laughing again.

JAKE
No, seriously. What is that
growling? We hear it all the time.

HIKER ANNA
Legend has it: That are Trolls, who
live on lost hikers in these
mountains.

HIKER NIKLES
Haven't you guys seen all those
posters of missing hikers?

DAVE
We, are making a documentary. We
are debunking the "Trolls on the
Kings Trail". So you won't scare us
with that bullshit.
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HIKER ANNA
You think, that was a fraud?

DAVE
Come on, dude! Our documentary is
called "Trolls on The Kings Trail:
Debunked". We are trying to find
some spots where those guys camped.
But we are unsuccessful so far.

JAKE
Yeah, we start to think they filmed
it somewhere else. In Canada or
something, Scotland maybe.

HIKER ANNA
No, that is filmed here. We can
tell you exactly where some of
those spots are!

Hiker Nikles, retrieves a map -- lays it down on the table --
takes a big gulp of his beer -- throws it into the garbage
bucket. Points on the map.

HIKER NIKLES
Look here! This is where we are
now.

Dave and Jake have a look at the map.

JAKE
Yes, here at the lake, that is what
I wanted to point out.

Hiker Nikles, looks at Jake but refrains from saying
something -- Hiker Nikles points toward the map again.

HIKER ANNA
If you follow the trail here, then
take a strong right here. And keep
heading West, you will find a small
game trail. You follow that for
about 1 Swedish mile.

DAVE
Yea! Now I need to know what a
fucking Swedish mile is!

JAKE
Yes, exactly. The last Swede that
told us to walk 2 Swedish miles,
cost us 2 fucking days!

Hiker Anna starts laughing.

HIKER ANNA
And then you say, you are
experienced!
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Hiker Nikles starts to laugh also.

HIKER ANNA
No wonder, tourists keep
disappearing.

DAVE
We are not tourists okay. We are
investigative journalists,
debunking a stupid hoax that went
viral.

HIKER ANNA
But too lazy to investigate the
local, measurements?

Hiker Anna points to a point on the map.

HIKER ANNA
This is where the Trolls ate Fred.

JAKE
Yes, nice software image they made.

Jake looks toward Dave.

JAKE
We need to go there. And show the
people there is no fucking giant
beasts there.

HIKER ANNA
You may want to be careful over
there.

Jake looks at Hiker Anna.

JAKE
Why is that?

Hiker Nikles, moves around the table, while pointing at the
map. As if he needs to stand on Jake his side of the table.
Pushing Jake toward the other side of the table.

HIKER ANNA
Look if you follow the trail back,
and hike 2 Swedish miles to the
south.

HIKER ANNA
That is where they saw the, "quad
guy".

Hiker Nikles, takes a seat on Jake his spot on the couch. And
looks straight faced at Jake.
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HIKER NIKLES
Locals don't like nosy tourists
over there.

TIME

SUPER: midnight.

Jake's GoPro - Dave drinks half a beer can at once. Nikles
has a close look at Dave his watch. Anna looks at Nikles.

ANNA
(In swedish)

No, nikles! They are nice guys.

NIKLES
(in swedish) Yes, but they
are prime food for the
Trolls.

Anna sighs.

ANNA
Yes, they are too stupid to stay on
the trail. 

HIKER NIKLES
We have a tradition in these
mountains. It is called the
mountain drinking game.

DAVE
Well, lets see this tradition.

JAKE
We want to know all the facts and
tradition from these mountains. So
we can debunk this conspiracy hoax.

TIME

The garbage bucket has been filled with ice water and snow.

Nikles drops 4 beers in the ice water filled garbage bucket.

NIKLES
It is tradition, that we grab 1
beer with the right hand.

ANNA
Whoever takes his beer out as
first. Has to drink it up at once.

Dave looks at Jake, as if he wants to say: what's so special
about that.

JAKE
I like to try out local traditions.
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NIKLES
Ready?

They all 4 keep their right hand above the ice water. Dave
looks at his watch.

DAVE
Wait a second.

Dave takes off his watch and places it on the counter in the
kitchen. Dave comes back and holds his hand above the ice
water. 

NIKLES
3, 2, 1

They all grab into the garbage bucket. All with their arms
above their elbow in the water.

TIME

SUPER: 4 games later.

They stand with their arms in the bucket. Jake pulls out his
beer.

JAKE
Fuck! This water hurts.

ANNA
No excuses, you got to drink it at
once.

INT. LAKESIDE CABIN - DAY

SUPER: 1 Oct 2020 - 7:28.

Dave's GoPro - Dave and Jake wake up, all hang over.

JAKE
Hey Dave! Are you awake?

Dave looks outside the window -- turns around sees Jake, with
sleepy face in his sleeping bag. On the ground next to the
wood-stove.

DAVE
Right-on! Waiting for you, really!

JAKE
Where, are the others?

DAVE
Good fucking question!
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JAKE
How late is it?

DAVE
Good fucking question, Jake! Those
assholes took my fucking watch!

Jake gets up -- walks toward the table -- looks on it,
underneath it.

JAKE
What the fuck! They seemed real
friendly people.

DAVE
Yeah, until you tried to hook up
with, Mr. Badguy's girlfriend.

EXT. LAKESIDE CABIN - DAY

SUPER: 1 hour later.

Dave's GoPro - Dave's hand closes the door of the cabin --
locks it -- checks if it is secure.

JAKE
Now, we still don't know what a
Swedish mile is.

DAVE
I told you, we should stay away
from these fucking tourist places. 

EXT. STOR FJELLET 2 - DAY

SUPER: 4 hours later.

Third Camera - Dave and Jake stand on a hilltop, in front of
a trail sign. Dave wears a blue shirt, black shorts and has a
white baseball cap on. The trail destination sign(has 2
posts) reads: "Stor Fjellet"

Dave and Jake both look surprised at the trail destination
sign.

EXT. TRAIL VILLAGE ENTER - DAY

SUPER: 1 Oct 2020 - 15:01.

Dave's Gopro - Jake hikes 20 feet ahead. Stops next to a sign
on a tree -- Looks at it -- there is a poster: Trolla 60!--
looks at Dave. Dave catches up.

JAKE
This is the woman, from the lift.
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They both start laughing.

DAVE
She fancied you Jake. I thought you
two would hook up.

EXT. GROCERY STORE - DAY

SUPER: 26 minutes later.

Dave's GoPro - they stand in front of a grocery store.

JAKE
This is the shop! I told you this
is the same village.

DAVE
Dude, this is a totally different
village. Even the brand of this
shop is totally different.

JAKE
Yes. But maybe they changed the
name or something. Look the
entrance here, the parking there,
mountain on the other side of the
valley.

Dave looks around some.

DAVE
Dude! This is NOT the same place!

JAKE
It is. Trust me. We will compare
the spots when we are home.

INT. GROCERY STORE - DAY

SUPER: 1 Oct 2020 - 16:43.

Jake's GoPro - Jake and Dave pay for some groceries in the
grocery store. Dave, wears a blue shirt, black shorts and has
a white baseball cap on.

JAKE
(To cashier)

Hey! Where are the Trolls, at?

CASHIER
If you walk the road 

(points outside toward the
right)

To the right. And the the second
street to the right.

(MEER)
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CASHIER (CONT'D)
Walk about 500 meters, then there
is the Troll sign.

They leave the store.

INT. TROLL MUSEUM - DAY

SUPER: 1 Oct 2020 - 16:58.

With pictures and descriptions how; big footprints can be
created, Fake DNA planted by mixing DNA from different kind
of animals, fake hairs and a whole section how to software
video mythical animals.

Dave's Gopro - walks behind Jake into the museum. S.O. Soft
Troll roaring, throughout the scene. The museum is not more
then 1 big room. The side they came from contains a door and
some tourist information. Then the other 3 walls are divided
in information sections.

Dave Walks toward the left side. Large letters on top of the
wall state 'Mythical/Historical' -- Dave has a close look at
1 info board containing images of ancient Troll depictions.
There is a section 'Old sagas'.

JAKE
Look here is the "Trolls on the
Kings Trail".

Dave walks over to the largest wall -- big letters on top
state "Conspiracy and hoaxes." -- Dave looks at an image of
Frank and Fred with some text.

Next to it are some pictures of Troll footprints and Troll
hairs. Dave stands reading the text.

Dave grabs the Third Camera -- searches through the images --
there is a still image of a Troll footprint in the fresh
snow, on the display. Dave looks up at Jake who happens to
stand next to the HIKER DEAD(+-35, male. Wears a blue shirt,
black shorts and has a white baseball cap on). 

DAVE
Jake! Can you keep this for a
second? I am going to take a piss.

Jake walks over to Dave. Jake grabs the camera -- looks at
the display.

JAKE
Sure.

Dave walks toward the bathroom off-screen.
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SUPER: Jake's GoPro. 2 minutes later.

Jake's GoPro - is turned on. Looks at the Hoaxers Info board.

He sees an image of large hairs and he reads the text. "Some
of the hoaxes contain the false samples send toward various
laboratory's. Some of the DNA found contains the DNA of
animals such as: Moose, Deer, Reindeer, various monkeys from
around the world, and even some woolly Mammoth samples have
been received. All claiming to be the mythical Troll hairs."

S.O. Of a door slamming.

Jake looks that way. Dave walks out of the bathroom.

At the info board next to the bathrooms there is the Hiker
Dead. Who wears the same color clothing with white baseball
cap on! -- Jake pans from Dave toward the Hiker Dead and back
to Dave who walks toward Jake.

DAVE
Any interesting for the debunking
documentary Jake?

MUSEUM GUY (+-25, slim neatly dressed, with glasses), walks
up to Dave and Jake.

MUSEUM GUY
Hey there, I hear that you are
English.

DAVE
Hey, yes we are from the states.
Nice museum you have here.

MUSEUM GUY
Thank you. We are proud to have the
best Museum in the area. Now I hear
that you are debunking this
conspiracy theory.

JAKE
Yes, we try too. But we had an
encounter with something bigs.
Something that ate a whole fucking
deer right before our eyes. And
left these HUGE footprint.

Jake shows the display of the Third Camera to the Museum guy.

DAVE
What is so large that it can leave
prints like this in these
mountains?

Museum guy starts to laugh.
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MUSEUM GUY
Oh, they got you good there, hu? It
is a common thing for locals to
scare the tourists away. They make
some crazy noises and leave these
footprints.

Museum guy points toward an Info Board with a picture of 2
guys. Who are holding a giant gypsum footprint of a Troll.

MUSEUM GUY
Like these 2 guys. They were caught
faking these footprints.

Dave looks at the image.

DAVE
What we saw, was not some hoaxers.
Look, we were watching this giant
animal leaving these prints in the
snow. Then we saw it attack a
fucking deer.

MUSEUM GUY
Take it easy there. Look over here,
this is an other common trick in
the hoaxers play-book.

Museum Guy, points toward an Info board a few feet away. They
walk toward it. Jake has a close and looks at the picture. It
is a fake Troll foot, made as a shoo. There is a second
picture of a Moose wearing 4 of these - Troll footprint boots
.

JAKE
Maybe this is what we saw, Dave. 

Dave looks at the info board also.

MUSEUM GUY
I think you two saw this walking
around. The snow in these mountains
can play tricks on your mind.

DAVE
Dude, who are you anyway. To talk
as if you know what we saw.

MUSEUM GUY
I happen to be the local wildlife
management information officer.

DAVE
Okay, info guy, how do you explain
a moose on Troll shoos to hunt a
fucking deer at night.
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Jake who walks toward the info-board and compares the image
on the Third Camera with the image on the info-board.

MUSEUM GUY (OFF CAMERA)
When I heard you talk about
debunking this giant hoax. I
thought you were smart people. Now
you talk as if you believe there
are mythical creatures attacking
you?

DAVE
We are smart alright, we try to
debunk this stuff. But all you are
showing us, seems to be more
bullshit then that we saw in the
actual HOAX video.

Museum Guy, walks toward Jake. 

MUSEUM GUY
You guys are not hoaxing these
footprints yourself are you?

JAKE
I am just wondering how these
prints can be the same?

MUSEUM GUY
Let me tell you, that the guys you
are looking at. Are in jail for a
loong time. For hoaxing those
print.

DAVE
Look dude! You can see clearly that
these guys made a gypsum cast from
the footprint. You do not make fake
footprint with a gypsum cast.

MUSEUM GUY
Calm down there. As I told you
before, the locals do not like
tourists here. 

DAVE
If you ask me, the locals here are
loony toons. Moose, walking on
Troll shoos, what idiot came up
with that. And then this creepy
roaring. That is not a local
whirlwind.

Jake pans around some -- shows the Hiker Dead watching the
commotion. Hiker Dead walks out of the museum when Dave
starts to raise his voice.
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MUSEUM GUY
Hey, I just told you to calm down,
didn't I? Now you are scaring the
tourists away.

DAVE
Calm down? How can we calm down if
you tell us lie after lie. How can
we put any of this in our debunking
video?

MUSEUM GUY
Okay, I tried to explain you two.
But now it is time for you too
leave.

DAVE
We will leave after you give us 1
solid proof that those Troll fakers
are hoaxers.

Museum Guy, starts pushing Dave toward the exit.

DAVE
Oh right, kick us out? Because we
see through your bullshit?

MUSEUM GUY
As I told you twice now The locals
don't like tourists up here.

Jake grabs Dave by the arm and pulls him toward the exit.

JAKE
I think we can better leave now
Dave.

EXT. TROLL MUSEUM - DAY

SUPER: 4 minutes later.

Dave's GoPro -  They stand outside the museum. 

Dave looks back at the Museum, where the Museum guy looks at
them from behind the window. With his phone on his ear.

JAKE
Did you call the cops?

Dave looks toward Jake.

DAVE
With what, dude? I don't even have
a fucking watch anymore. Why?

Jake points towards the road. Dave looks that way -- a police
car comes driving toward them.
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JAKE
Come, we need to go. They may lock
us up or something.

DAVE
Yes, or steal our backpacks or
something.

They make double speed.

EXT. TRAIL VILLAGE EXIT - DAY

SUPER: 1 Oct 2020 - 18:21.

They walk double speed.

JAKE
All bullshit in that museum.

DAVE
Did you see that guy? When I told
them they are full of shit?

JAKE
Yeah, seemed like he was going to
strike man.

DAVE
I think they called the cops on us.

S.O. Police sirens.

JAKE
Yeah! You are right Dave.

DAVE
We need to go!

EXT. TRAIL POTENTIAL CAMPSITE - NIGHT

SUPER: 1 Oct 2020 - 19:29.

Dave's GoPro - Is hiking the trail -- looks up -- sees Jake
standing next to a potential camping spot.

JAKE
Let's call it the night, and see
what's up tomorrow. This spot, is
exactly right. Look at the view,
man! Will be a blast getting up
tomorrow.

DAVE
Nah, I don't know. That village
gave me the creeps.
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JAKE
It will be just fine. Every village
has some weirdos right?

DAVE
That guy in the museum, he was
lying his ass off.

JAKE
Yea, tell me about it. I can
recognize a con artist from miles
away.

Dave looks at Jake.

DAVE
Only when he started about the
locals; not liking tourists. He was
deadly serious. 

-- BANG -- a gunshot rings out. 

They stay silent. Dave looks around -- Jake looks around as
well.

JAKE
Hunters!

DAVE
Could be. But I am not liking it!
Let's stay out of sight and get the
hell out of this area.

JAKE
Yeah!

They walk silently off the hiking trail into the bush. 

EXT. TRAIL - NIGHT

SUPER: 1 Oct 2020 - 20:03.

Dave's GoPro - 

Their headlights shine over the bushes while they traverse
the mountain off the trail. S.O. Quad. They hide behind some
brushes and sit silently. A quad with his headlights on,
comes their way. Passes them on the trail. And drives back in
the direction of the village.

SUPER: 13 minutes later.

Dave's GoPro - 

Dave walks through the field, their headlights are on their
lowest option. Dave stops walking all-of-the sudden and looks
around.
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Jake's GoPro - closes in on Dave, who all-of-the sudden
stops. And looks around. Jake catches up with Dave and looks
around as well. He sees a lake in the distance. There is a
wind shelter on the side of the lake. There is some smoke
visible.

DAVE
I guess you were right, that seems
to be some hunters camping there.

JAKE
I don't see anybody.

DAVE
Me neither, kinda strange.

Dave grabs the binoculars from his backpack and looks through
it.

DAVE
I see a backpack, and a fishing
rod. Let's go there and see what's
up.

TIME

Dave's GoPro - walks toward the wind shelter. When he walks
around the corner he sees a dead hiker (wears a blue shirt,
black shorts and has a white baseball cap on). Who lays
between the wind shelter and the fireplace.

DAVE
FUCK!

JAKE(OFF SCREEN)
What is, FUCK?

Dave looks away and sees Jake walking around the corner. Who
sees the dead hiker. Dave walks away.

JAKE
FUCKKK!

Jake's GoPro - has a closer look. The hiker's head is shot by
a head-shot, big open wound in the skull.

DAVE
Isn't this, that guy in the Museum?

JAKE
Yes. Look at his cap.

DAVE
Yes, it is full of blood and
brains.
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JAKE
Look at your cap.

Dave takes his GoPro off and his baseball cap -- and has a
look at his cap.

JAKE
And your clothing. They match with
his clothing.

DAVE
No Fuck!

JAKE
Why did you mess with the local
Wildlife Conservation Boss?

DAVE
Because he made no fucking sense.

JAKE
FUCK, WE NEED TO GET OUT OF HERE

They take off. 

EXT. STOR FJELLET 3 - DAY

SUPER: 3 Oct 2020 - 11:02.

Third Camera - Dave and Jake stand on a hilltop, in front of
a trail destination sign. The trail destination sign(has 2
posts) reads: "Stor Fjellet"

Dave and Jake make a middle finger gesture at the Trail sign.

EXT. TRAIL - DAY

SUPER: 13:09.

Dave's Gopro - Jake sits at a fire circle with a small fire
cooking a pike. Jake messes around with his phone with a
black screen.

EXT. TRAIL COFFEE BREAK - DAY

SUPER: 3 Oct 2020 - 15:41.

Jake's GoPro - They sit next to the trail, waiting for some
water to boil on their 1 pit gas-stove.

JAKE
That was the craziest village I
have ever been too.
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DAVE
It is the dead guy that scared me.

JAKE
I still think it was some sort of
local killing. Some drug dealer or
something.

DAVE
Yes, I know that! But still, he was
shot with some big caliber. That
was not a 9mm head-shot.

JAKE
Maybe a hunting accident?

S.O. Troll roaring.

Jake and Dave listen to the roaring then look at each-other.

JAKE
Now! I need to know where that
comes from.

DAVE
Listen good to it.

They both listen to the roaring.

DAVE
That is not some local whirlwind
blowing through some stones.

JAKE
Okay, keep the camera rolling. We
will debunk this hoax today!

TIME

Dave's GoPro - walks where the trail goes through a snow
patch. There are fresh footprints from 2 people hiking
through the snow. Dave follows the track for 20 feet. there
are some Troll footprints in the snow. Dave has a close look
at them. They go toward the right of him.

JAKE
So, we walked toward the sound.
Into this direction?

Jake points toward the right of him.

JAKE
And now. The sound comes from over
there.

Dave measures the distance from the 1 footprint to the next.
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DAVE
Yep.

JAKE
And these footprints walk from the
left, toward the sound.

DAVE
Yep.

DAVE
Whatever or whoever made these
prints, had legs of around 6 feet
tall.

JAKE
That must have been those hoaxers.
Over which they talked about in the
museum. Right?

DAVE
The sound came from this side. But
there are no rock formations over
here.

JAKE
So we debunked the sound theory.

DAVE
Well. Yes, sort of.

JAKE
What?

DAVE
We were not here to debunk the
museum's version of the story.

JAKE
Okay, I guess we will cut this out
as well. We will try tomorrow
again.

EXT. MOUNTAIN SIDE - DAY

SUPER: 4 Oct 2020 - 11:44.

Jake's GoPro - Dave walks 20 feet in front. 

DAVE
I think this is what we saw, Jake.

Jake catches up to Dave - Dave looks at a small 1-pit gas
stove. And 2 backpacks and hiking equipment for 2 persons.

JAKE
They left in a hurry.
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Dave looks around.

DAVE
Yes, they must have been scared for
something. To leave all their vital
equipment behind.

Jake is looking through the stuff left behind. Jake grabs
some items.

JAKE
Oh my God. We hit the jackpot! Look
at all this stuff.

Dave looks at Jake who holds a pair of skis.  

DAVE
Oh wow. That is just what we need.

Jake grabs the 1-pit gas stove and shows it to Dave.

JAKE
This gas stove may be handy.

DAVE
What if they come back for it?

JAKE
Oh yes, you are right. But, I take
the beer and the candies. They can
survive without those.

Jake stuffs some beers and a bag of candies in his backpack.

DAVE
Whatever! Lets follow these tracks.
Maybe we can help them.

- BANG - A gunshot rings out. Dave falls on the ground and
looks toward Jake. Jake stands upright, overlooking the
terrain.

DAVE
Get down! Jake. They may shoot at
us.

Jake gets down on the ground.

EXT. HIKER MEETUP - DAY

SUPER: 4 Oct 2020 - 13:45.

Snow covered mountains in the background.

Jake's Gopro - sits behind a boulder -- Dave boils some water
on a 1-pit gas-stove. They both keep a low profile behind the
stones. Jake peeks over the stone.
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There is someone running in the distance.

JAKE
There is some-one!

Jake gets up and looks over the boulder -- a Hiker is
running. Dave gets up -- stands in front of the camera and
waves with both arms toward the hiker. The hiker sees it and
runs toward them. Jake and Dave duck down behind the boulder
again. The HIKER HAKON(20-25, Male) jumps next to them. They
all stay low.

Hiker Hakon, has some bad facial wounds. As if a claw grabbed
his head. 

JAKE
What the fuck happened?

The hiker looks totally bewildered at him. 

HIKER HAKON
English?

DAVE
Yes, we are from the states. We can
not speak Norwegian.

HIKER HAKON
They got my Girlfriend. Cindy.

JAKE
(exited voice)

Who is they, man?

DAVE
Just take it easy okay. I am sure
we will figure this out.

Dave grabs the Hiker Hakon by his shoulders and looks him
straight in the face.

DAVE
Who is they?

JAKE
Did she get shot?

DAVE
In the head?

HIKER HAKON
They got her. I hope she did not
suffer.

JAKE
Who the hell are they? Why are they
shooting?
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Hakon points toward a mountain range behind them.

HIKER HAKON
I saw him last on the mountain
range behind us.

DAVE
Who is he?

HIKER HAKON
I can't say. We don't talk about
them in these parts.

Dave looks at Jake. Then he grabs the third camera.

Dave zooms in on the mountain behind them while he stays out
of sight.

Third Camera - Zooms in on the mountain, there is the QUAD
GUY(+-40, big male, in black clothing, with a black helmet.
Rides on a black 4 wheel quad), standing looking over the
valley.

Jake's Gopro - 

DAVE
I see only a guy, from the Wild
Life Conservation.

JAKE
How do you know, who it is?

DAVE
It is the Quad Guy, that they
showed in the museum.

S.O. Troll roaring. Hiker Hakon hears the Troll roaring --
Jumps up -- runs off without saying a thing. 

JAKE
What the fuck?

Jake looks where the hiker left -- a Troll is seen stalking
the hiker, the Troll stays low and walks on hands and feet.
The Troll makes a run for it -- jumps Hiker Hakon from the
side -- Hiker Hakon screams his lungs out.

HIKER HAKON
AAAAAAAAA!!!!!!!

The Troll grabs Hiker Hakon, by the head. While the hiker
keeps screaming out loud, then the Troll, pops off his head.
Dead silence follows. The Troll sits down, with the head and
starts sucking the blood out. The Troll looks straight into
the camera. The Troll gets up and walks toward them. Jake
turns around -- hides behind the boulder -- Dave, jumps down
also -- looks at Jake.
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DAVE
That! Is fucked up!

They both sit as silent as can be. 

S.O. Quad in the distance.

Jake looks at Dave who nods in the direction where the sound
came from. Makes a stay silent gesture.

Jake stays silent but also peek over the stone -- sees the
Troll run into the direction of the Quad sound.

EXT. HIKER MEETUP - DAY

SUPER: 15 minutes later.

Jake's GoPro - Jake lays on the ground and sees, Dave who
lays on the ground also.

JAKE
We can't stay here.

DAVE
I know! They were after that guy.

JAKE
How do you know?

DAVE
When he was killed. Those guys
left.

JAKE
When that quad left, that Troll run
after him.

Dave looks at Jake. 

DAVE
How do you know which way he ran
to?

JAKE
I saw it.

DAVE
We need to film that Troll, close
up. 

JAKE
You want to film that Troll as
evidence. For what?
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DAVE
Think about it, Jake. What if we
film this unknown man-eating
creature? And proof its existence.

JAKE
What's the point?

DAVE
We will be world famous documentary
makers and become rich in the
process.

JAKE
My soon to be wife, keeps talking
about moving to a better
neighborhood.

DAVE
This is your chance of a lifetime
Jake. If we pass this chance
someone else will do it!

Jake gets a binoculars from his backpack and looks around
through it.

JAKE
Let's leave the bags here and make
sure we come back on time.

EXT. TRAIL HAKON - DAY

Jake's GoPro - walks 10-feet behind Dave, who walks bend over
and stops at the kill-scene. Dave has a close look at the
bloody and headless body of Hakon. Jake also has a close look
at the bloody sight. Walks a few feet and sees Hakon's head
laying against a stone.

DAVE
Stay low, Jake! They may shoot at
us.

EXT. TRAIL - DUSK

SUPER: 4 Oct 2020 - 16:47.

Jake's Gopro - Dave walks in front. He looks away from Jake
and stops. He waits for Jake to catch up.

JAKE
What's up?

Dave points to the left, Jake looks that way. There is a
track in the snow visible.
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JAKE
Oh, good, now we just have to
follow it.

DAVE
How far can you track that trail
with, your binoculars?

JAKE
Let me check.

Jake traces the trail with his binocular.

JAKE
It's disappearing behind that
mountain over there.

Dave starts hiking to that mountain, Jake follows.

TIME 

SUPER: 30 minutes later.

Dave stops for a low wire-fence and looks at the fence post.
There is a Troll sign on the wire-fence. Jake has a close up
of the Troll sign while Dave keeps hiking.

Dave tries to look over the hill top -- then Dave slowly
walks up the hill. Jake follows a mere 3 feet behind him.

JAKE
Where is that trail?

Dave gets up the hill.

DAVE
There he is, get the camera!

Jake stands next to Dave and zooms in with the third camera.

The snow where the Troll walks is walked on a lot, so it is
pressed down snow from the rock side for 20 feet. There is
also a quad-track leading away from there. Jake's Gopro
catches the viewfinder of the Third Camera. It shows the
Troll walking casually towards the rock-face. There is a baby
Troll crawling from underneath the rock-face toward the
Troll.

JAKE
Do you see this shit?

Dave walks back toward Jake and looks at the viewfinder.

DAVE
Oh My God!

Third Camera - The camera zooms in on the Troll. Then there
is a baby Troll, crawling from underneath the rock-face.
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The Troll walks toward the rock-face. And retrieves the body
of a female hiker (30 fit female). The Troll makes a soft
roaring sound. Which makes the baby Troll stand up, and pay
attention to the big Troll.

JAKE(OFF CAMERA)
Wow, look at this shit.

DAVE(OFF CAMERA)
We gonna be rich man!

The Troll grabs the female hiker by the head -- then looks at
the baby Troll. Makes a loud angry roaring sound -- and snaps
off the head of the female hiker.

JAKE
Fuck!

The Troll grabs the head of the female hiker and starts
sucking the blood out. The Troll looks at the baby Troll --
which comes toward the big Troll -- and hands over the head
to the baby Troll -- who sucks the remainder of the blood out
of the female hikers head.

DAVE
Let me grab my Gopro real fast.

JAKE
Oh this is gold Dave. I have him in
the camera, dead on.

DAVE
Awesome, zoom in on his face, as
well.

Dave messes around with his backpack.

JAKE
Hold on, it's kinda hard to zoom
in, he walks too fast.

DAVE
What is he doing?

JAKE
He is walking toward us. Stalking
walking.

DAVE
He is what?

Jake looks at Dave who just put his GoPro on his head.

JAKE
Yes, he is stalking. Like walking
when he stalked that hiker this
afternoon.
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DAVE
Oh shit we need to get out of here.

They make a run for it -- stop -- look around -- The Troll
stalks them.

JAKE
He keeps stalking us.

DAVE
We need to run Jake. He wants to
eat us.

EXT. TROLL CHASES THEM - DAY

SUPER: 4 Oct 2020 - 17:04.

Dave's GoPro - 

They run over a hill with fresh snow -- there appears a fresh
quad-track -- they run next to it downhill.

Jake stops. 

JAKE
I can't run anymore, man.

Dave looks behind him -- the Troll is stalking walking and
closes in on them. Dave grabs Jake by his jacket -- and pulls
him along. Then jumps on the quad-track and slides down it.
they tumble on each-other snow piles onto them -- they re
covered by snow. Dave's GoPro happens to catch the Troll
running away from them.

EXT. TRAIL STOP - NIGHT

SUPER: 18:29.

Jake's GoPro - they sit hiding behind a tree. Both are
noticeable cold.

DAVE
We need to STOP!

JAKE
Yeah, we just did, Dave.

DAVE
No I mean, what we practiced back
in 2015 in the Rocky Mountains.

Jake looks at Dave.

JAKE
Right 2015.
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DAVE
STOP! Think, Organize, Plan.

JAKE
Yeah, I remember that. We did stop
already. Now we think.

DAVE
That Troll ate that Hiker, but he
is still hungry. 

JAKE
Yes, so we should say nothing until
we are back into civilization.

DAVE
What stuff do we got left?

JAKE
2 tents and plenty of food to last
for a month.

DAVE
So the plan is to stay silent, stay
out of sight and hike as fast as we
can to any light or man-made
object.

JAKE
Also we need to keep filming. If we
make it out alive, we will be super
rich and famous.

EXT. BACKPACK SCENE - NIGHT

SUPER: 4 Oct 2020 - 20:13.

Dave's GoPro - Dave looks through the fresh falling snow --
looks over a wasteland of snow while the dark set in.

JAKE
Where are the, fucking backpacks?

DAVE
Over there! About a mile away.

Jake looks that way -- sees nothing but snow.

JAKE
Yes I know. But how the fuck do we
get; over there?

DAVE
We won't find it in the dark.

Dave starts to stamp the snow pile against some stone with
his boots. Jake looks at it. 
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JAKE
Okay. Need some help there with
your sand castle?

Dave shuts up, and keeps working. Jake starts to help. Dave
shuffles some extra snow with his boots to make the pile
larger. Dave grabs his bush-craft knife and starts making a
hole in the snow-pile.

JAKE
I am NOT sleeping in that!

DAVE
Okay.

Dave keeps making the hole in the snow shelter larger.

DAVE
Can you look for some sticks, twigs
anything?

Jake walks off.

TIME.

SUPER: 1 hour later.

Dave and Jake sit in the snow-cave, a thermo-blanket is on
the floor. And there is a small fire in front of the opening.
Dave hands over a plastic bag to Jake -- Jake looks at it --
Dave grabs some snow and puts it in a similar bag. puts it in
his side pocket.

DAVE
Just some water, you know.

JAKE
Yes duhh, I know. Just wonder why
the hell you would have 2 plastic
bags with you.

Dave grabs a candy bar -- breaks it in 2 and hands over 1
portion to Dave.

JAKE
Any beer in that 'Every Day Carry'
pack of you?

EXT. BACK TO BACKPACKS - DAY

SUPER: 5 Oct 2020 - 09:34.

Jake puts his backpack on his back.
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JAKE
Oh man! I am soo fucking glad we
got, my backpack back. Without it I
am dead.

Dave puts his backpack on his back. Jake gives Dave a
friendly push. Dave trips over and falls on his back.

EXT. TRAIL SIGN - DAY

SUPER: 3 hours later.

Third Camera - Dave and Jake stand on a snow covered hilltop,
in front of a trail destination sign. The trail sign(has 2
posts) reads: "Stor Fjellet". (Stor Fjellet, means Big
Mountain in Swedish!)

Dave and Jake, push down the Trail sign.

They piss on it.

EXT. TRAIL - DAY

SUPER: 2 hour later.

Jake's Gopro - Dave sits on a rock with the compass in his
hand; the compass needle points toward his left. The needle
turns counter clockwise for 90 degree. 

JAKE
That's odd. Last time it went
towards the right!

DAVE 
Every hour, is my best guess!

JAKE
We have been staring at that thing
for hours, Dave. At least every 2
hours.

EXT. TRAIL - NIGHT

SUPER: 6 Oct 2020 - 20:41.

Jake's Gopro - pitch dark -- Dave sits on the ground with a
dim, red headlight -- he signals to Jake to get down -- Dave
points toward his left -- makes a Troll gesture. (Broad
shouldered, balded fists, angry face)

EXT. TRAIL SIGN - DAY

SUPER: 7 Oct 2020 - 09:23.
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Dave's GoPro - Jake stands at a trail sign. Which stands in
the snow. Jake points toward it -- shows 6 fingers -- Dave
has a close look at the sign; 'Stor Fjellet'

EXT. TRAIL SIGN - DAY

SUPER: 7 Oct 2020 - 11:42.

Dave's GoPro - Jake stands at a trail sign -- points toward
it -- shows 9 fingers -- Dave has a close look at the sign;
'stor fjellet'

EXT. TRAIL - DAY

SUPER: 7 Oct 2020 - 15:01.

Jake's GoPro - Dave fills his canteen in the water. From a
river winding through the snow desert. Jake takes a gulp from
his canteen.

JAKE
This water really tastes like
mineral water.

DAVE
Those minerals you taste, are the
small critters in the water.

JAKE
Yea, you don't get that, when you
buy the expensive mineral water in
the shop back home.

DAVE
That's a fact.

Jake pans around some. Dave drinks some water from his
canteen.

JAKE
If we follow this river, we may
find a path someday, maybe.

DAVE
We tried that's several times now.

Dave looks at his hands, which are both blue and red.

DAVE
I can't dig an other hour, through
the snow.

JAKE
Okay, lets try to find that, snow
shovel from Frank and Fred.
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EXT. CAMPSITE SNOW - TRAIL

SUPER: 8 Oct 2020 - 09:15.

They have a campsite on a large mountain, which overlooks a
large valley. There is no wind and it is snowing a little
bit. Dave his tent is still set up.

Jake's GoPro - Jake removes a tent pole which makes the tent
sink in. He grabs the fabric of the tent and rolls it up.

DAVE
Hey, Jake! I need a new gas-can.

Jake looks over, sees Dave sitting at the 1-pit gas-stove
with a pan full of snow on it. Jake grabs a gas can from his
backpack. Throws it toward Dave.

JAKE
Only 2 left after this one, Dave!

TIME

SUPER: 30 minutes later.

They sit with their backpacks next to them. They overlook the
valley. Both have a full cup of coffee, and are eating from a
pouch.

DAVE
We are never getting out of here!

JAKE
Aww, come on dude. Slept on your
wrong side or something?

DAVE
Look around, with all this snow on
the trail. We won't even find 1 of
the dozens of trails toward 1 of
the dozens of "stor fjellets".

Jake looks over the large valley, which is covered in fresh
snow.

JAKE
This is not mount Everest or
something.

DAVE
NO FUCK! This is not Mount Everest.
This is WAYY worse.

Jake looks from the valley toward Dave and back toward the
valley.
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DAVE
I think this is a government
experiment.

JAKE
Oh God! Are you turning into 1 of
them crazy, conspiracy theorists?

DAVE
All those lost hikers! The dead
bodies all around! The fucking
Trolls.

JAKE
Take it easy!

DAVE
We haven't even seen a single
person looking for those dead
people!

JAKE
There was police in the village.

DAVE
Yeah! They turned up, when we
started to ask some questions.

Dave looks back into the valley.

JAKE
Do you see that moving in the
distance?

DAVE
Don't change the subject, Jake!

JAKE
No seriously, something comes
toward us.

DAVE
What if this is some sort of
Government Project, to recreate
dinosaurs from ancient DNA?

S.O. Troll roaring.

They look down the valley. There is a Troll walking stalking
up the mountain.

S.O. Troll roaring from the other side.

DAVE
They are talking.

JAKE
Maybe they want to have sex.
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DAVE
Sounds to me, that they are hunting
together.

Jake looks at Dave, Dave looks at Jake.

JAKE
Shit!

They grab their bags and run.

EXT. SNOW HILL - DAY

SUPER: 8 Oct 2020 - 10:51.

Dave's GoPro - Jake runs 20 feet ahead, Jake sinks knee-deep
through the snow. He stumbles. Dave tracks through Jake his
snow tracks. Jake stops and looks over. Jake turns around
again and keeps walking -- He glides off a snow hill down 10
feet. 

JAKE
AAAHHH!

Dave, catches up -- stands still at the point where Jake slid
down. Dave looks over the edge -- Jake lays on his back and
struggles to get up.

JAKE
HEY, HELP MAN!

DAVE
Shhh man, that thing is still after
us.

Jake tries to get his backpack off -- but it is secured too
well - Dave tries to get down -- but can't without risking
injury.

DAVE
(whispers)

I can't get down Jake.

JAKE
You need to do something! If I stay
here, that fucker will eat me,
Dave!

DAVE
Keep your voice down Jake!

S.O. Troll roaring.

Jake panics -- looks around paranoid -- tries to get up, but
can't get up his feet with the backpack still strapped on --
tries to get his backpack off, but that does not work. Dave
throws a large bush-craft knife down.
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Dave looks around and sees that the Troll is stalking them.
The Troll, walks slow bend over their way.

DAVE
Hurry Jake! He is coming.

JAKE
HELP!!!  DAVE I CAN'T GET OUT OF
HERE!

S.O. Troll roar -- Dave, looks over. The Troll starts to run.

DAVE
I will lead him away Jake! -- Just
meet me up that mountain in the
distance!

Dave takes off, walks through the snow.

JAKE
Inaudible. 

Dave runs -- runs -- looks over his shoulder and sees the
Troll standing at the ledge where Jake is beneath. Dave
stops. And puts his backpack down on the ground. Grabs the
single flare that he has with him. He puts his backpack on
again.

DAVE
HEYY FUCKING TROLL OVER HERE.

The Trolls jumps off and goes straight for Dave. Dave lights
his flare throws it at the Troll and runs off -- he keeps
running. His GoPro starts bleeping indicating that it is
empty and shuts down. 

EXT. JAKES SLIDING ADVENTURE - DAY

SUPER: Jake's Gopro.

Jake's GoPro - Turned on -- Jake puts, it on his head.
Reveals him grabbing a few personal items from his backpack.
S.O. Troll roaring in anger.

Jake stops and listens. He tries to look over the edge. But
the edge is too high. Jake tries to take his sleeping bag.
The Troll slides down the edge. S.O. Troll roaring loud.

Jake starts to run -- slides on a snow covered stone -- falls
down -- gets up again. Looks backward -- sees the Troll
ripping his backpack to bits. And the Troll goes through his
stuff. Jake turns around and runs -- keeps on running.

EXT. MOUNTAIN TOP - DAY

SUPER: 8 Oct 2020 - 17:23.
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Dave's GoPro - looks over a stone down into the valley. He
sees Jake running up the hill. Jake does not have a backpack.
Dave waves his arms -- Jake does not see it and keeps walking
while he looks around -- Dave grabs his flashlight -- waves
his flashlight. Jake sees it.

TIME

Jake catches up with Dave -- he can't jump across the small
ravine. Dave walks to the small ravine. Jake nods his head in
agreement -- and walks to his right. Dave walks to his left,
along the small ravine. Dave's GoPro starts bleeping,
indicating low battery.

EXT. TRAIL - DAY

SUPER: 9 Oct 2020 - 9:53.

They sit next to their packed backpacks in the snow.

Dave's GoPro - Dave ties a knot in a rope, connected to his
water proof, sleeping bag cover. Which has been converted to
a backpack with some ropes.

JAKE
Do we have to do this now?

DAVE
It is done already Jake. You carry
the food.

Dave gets up and hands over the backpack to Jake.

DAVE
Don't loose it!

EXT. TRAIL SNOWSTORM - DAY

SUPER: 9 Oct - 2020 : 13:37.

Split screen: - it is storming and snowing hard.

Jake's GoPro - walks through the snow and walks toward a
small tree, -- has a close look -- wipes off the snow from
the stem -- reveals a red trail marking.

Dave's Gopro - Jake walks 10 feet ahead -- Jake wipes the
snow off the tree -- Dave catches up.

TIME

Jake's GoPro - walks through knee-deep fresh snow, -- wipes
the snow of a stone -- looks at Dave -- shakes his head --
and walks toward an other stone.
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Dave's Gopro - Jake wipes snow of a stone -- looks at Dave --
shakes his head -- walks toward an other stone.

EXT. TRAIL - DUSK

SUPER: 9 Oct 2020 - 17:34.

They are in the snowstorm, nothing but snow in all
directions.

Dave's Gopro - They try to setup the tent -- but it blows in
the air -- Dave holds on to it -- grabs it -- chucks it in
his backpack. They walk through the snow again. Jake's
headlight -- is faintly visible.

EXT. TRAIL SNOWSTORM - NIGHT

SUPER: 9 Oct - 2020 : 20:19.

Split screen: it is storming and snowing hard.

Dave's Gopro - Dave walks 12 steps through the fresh snow.
His headlight shines 100 feet in front of him.

Jake's GoPro - Jake walks 20 feet behind Dave, through his
fresh tracks. Jake's headlight shines dim. Jake's Gopro
starts beeping indicating low battery. Before it shuts down.

TIME

SUPER: 23:08.

Dave's Gopro - walks through the dark while the snowstorm
rages on. And gives him a mere 20 feet visibility. his
headlight is dimmer then before.

-- Dave stumbles on a trail sign, which is apparently
sticking out of snow in all directions. Dave walks up to it
-- cleans the snow of the trail sign; which reveals the text
"Stor Fjellet". Jake comes into view of the camera -- has a
look at the trail sign -- Jake starts shuffling snow of the
ground -- Dave joins in the search. Jake shakes his head
toward Dave. Dave waves his arm; as a gesture to start
walking.

TIME

SUPER: 10 Oct 2020 - 00:28.

Dave's Gopro - Dave's headlight is dim now. He stands in
front of a ledge going down for 10 feet. Jake stands next to
Dave. Jake tries to say something, but it is inaudible --
Jake shouts in Dave's ear. 

JAKE
WE NEED TO GO BACK!
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They turn around and start hiking through their own foot
tracks again.

TIME

SUPER: 02:36.

Dave's Gopro - Pitch Dark, snowstorm is loud. They are hiding
behind a stone. 

JAKE
We will die here Dave without a
shelter.

DAVE
Hold on Jake. Just a few more
steps.

Dave's Gopro starts bleeping indicating low battery before it
shuts down.

INT. TENT - DAY

SUPER: 10 Oct 2020 - 15:23. 

Jake's GoPro - enters the tent where Dave is sleeping. Dave
wakes up, and is clearly not amused.

DAVE
Are you doing this on purpose?

JAKE
Dude, I have been outside for
hours. I am freezing.

DAVE
Yes I know that feeling. Since I
stayed outside 9 hours. Just so
that you could have your beauty
sleep.

JAKE
How the hell, are we going to
survive?

DAVE
We need to stay focused!

JAKE
We need to get out of here!

DAVE
How the hell are you planning to do
that?
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INT. TENT 2 - NIGHT

SUPER: 11 Oct 2020 - 20:17.

Third Camera - Dave and Jake lay, sit cramped in the tent.
Jake holds the camera in his right hand. While the tent moves
around from the snow storm raging outside. The storm is loud!

JAKE
Ladies and Gentleman, as you can
see. Even with the best of survival
training and equipment, you can
still get in an awkward situation.
The Trolls, destroyed all my
camping gear. So we are left with 1
ultra light tent for the 2 of us.

Dave pushes the camera to the side.

DAVE
Just keep it on your side of the
tent!

EXT. TENT SITE - NIGHT

SUPER: 12 Oct 2020 - 19:12.

They are inside the tent. It is a small 1.5 person hiking
tent. They both sit cramped. Between the two and some hiking-
gear there is ample room to sit, let alone lay down.

Jake's Gopro - 

JAKE
Why don't you go outside for a
while?

DAVE
Who's tent is it?

JAKE
Don't start with this shit, Dave.
We can't sleep like this. I will go
out for a few hours. After that I
get to sleep for a few.

Jake goes outside into the snowstorm.

SUPER: 30 minutes later.

Dave's GoPro --  is turned on.

DAVE
JAKE!

Dave sits silently, but there is no response.
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DAVE
JAAAAAAAAAKKEEEEEEEEEE!!!

Dave waits a few seconds, but there is no response. Dave
opens the tent -zipp- -- and looks outside. Nothing but fresh
snow piled on the tent and a snowstorm raging.

Dave walks outside the tent -- looks around -- nothing but
snow. Dave closes the tent -- hangs a RED blinking light on
the top of the tent. and starts walking.

DAVE
JAKEEE!!!

The terrain sort of predicts the direction Jake would have
walked to.

EXT. TRAIL - NIGHT

Dave's GoPro - S.O. snowstorm. Dave walks through the snow --
stops and turns around -- sees the red blinking LED faintly
visible through the snow -- then he look at his own
footprints that are snowing over. -- He looks back and fort a
few times. Then he keeps hiking into the darkness. Then he
looks back again. The LED has disappeared. He looks back
again and keeps hiking into the dark. Then he stumbles upon a
foot-track. The track is faintly visible.

He follows the track -- then he sees a reflection on his left
side. So he looks back and forth between the foot-tracks and
the reflection on his left.

Reflection of his headlight on something reflecting in the
distance.

EXT. ABANDON CAMPSITE - NIGHT 

Jake's GoPro - Sees a light through the falling snow. Runs
toward it. Jake's headlight shows some reflecting tape on
some left behind camping gear. While he walks toward it he
sees Dave. Who is investigating something with his ultra
bright flashlight. Jake nearly runs into Dave.

JAKE
DAAAVVEE!

Dave is startled and drops the jar in his hand. -KLANG-  it
breaks. It was a jar with black goo inside.

Dave is surprised.

DAVE
You are alive!
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JAKE
Sort of. What are you doing?

Dave is looking at the jar he just dropped.

DAVE
I was looking what was in this jar.

JAKE
What was it?

Dave grabs a piece of the frozen black goo, -- and hands it
over to Jake.

DAVE
You tell me, Jake.

Jake looks at it.

JAKE
Some kind of jelly. So what?

Dave grabs the piece out of Jake's hand -- grabs a zip-lock
bag from his pocket and stores it in his pocket.

DAVE
Now, is this a better situation,
then sit in the tent with the two
of us?

Jake looks around some. 

JAKE
I am just glad, that I see you
again. I thought, I would freeze to
death while walking.

DAVE
I guess we have to stick it out
here, for the night. There are some
abandon sleeping bags over there.

JAKE
We should go back. This place gives
me the creeps.

EXT. ABANDON CAMPSITE - DAY

SUPER: 13 Oct 2020 - 7:22.

Jake's GoPro - investigates the abandon campsite.

DAVE
Save some batteries will you. Mine
is empty already.
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JAKE
Yes I know. Just document this
abandon campsite before we leave.

Jake grabs 1 of the sleeping bags and pulls it away.

DAVE(OFF CAMERA)
It seems to me, that they tried to
hide their campsite with this stone
walls. And this camo tarp.

Dave grabs a corner of the camo tarp below the sleeping bags
and pulls on it. Jake has a close look at the camo tarp.

A hand, sticks out from between the gravel and stones.

Dave drops the camo tarp. - Looks at Jake.

DAVE
Do you see this shit?

JAKE
Yep, seems like you have been
laying on a dead guy all night
long.

Dave starts to dig out the body.

JAKE
Dude, we are not going to dig up a
body!

DAVE
We need to know what happened to
him.

JAKE
Why?

Dave looks at Jake -- Jake looks back.

DAVE
Why is he here?

JAKE
Someone buried him. And as it looks
to me. Nobody has retrieved the
body for many months.

DAVE
This must be 1 of the missing
hikers. We may notify the
authorities so they can notify his
family.
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JAKE
Look around you Dave. We have more
important things to do. Like,
getting out of here. To start with.

DAVE
We need to document this. Maybe the
police can identify whoever this
was.

Dave keeps digging out the body. The body is frozen in place
-- Dave looks at Jake. Jake stares back.

DAVE
We are not leaving before we know
who this is Jake.

Jake is reluctantly helping -- Jake removes a few stones, the
face of the hiker is visible and has a haunting facial
expression. Staring straight at Jake. They pull the dead guy
out. Dave goes through his pockets -- which turn out to be
completely empty.

DAVE
Seems fishy to me.

JAKE
Not even a lighter, Dave?

DAVE
Fuck off. we just want to identify
him. 

Jake's GoPro starts bleeping, indicating that the battery is
empty before it shuts down.

 

EXT. TENT SITE - DAY

SUPER: 13 Oct 2020 - 16:41.

It is a clear sky.

There is a soft singing sound(sound of the wind blowing
through cables) throughout this scene.

Dave's GoPro - Connects a flashlight VIA USB to Jake's solar
panel. Next to Jake's solar panel is Dave's solar panel
connected to the Third Camera.

Dave sits in a make-shift shelter, there is a thermo blanket
on the ground, his sleeping pad and sleeping bag on top. Torn
camo tarp as make-shift roof.

Then there is Jake screaming in his sleep. Jake is in the
tent. The tent is 10 feet in front of Dave.
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JAKE(OFF SCREEN)
AHHHH WHY DONT YOU STAY DEAD DEAD
GUY!

Dave looks up.

JAKE (OFF CAMERA)
AHHHHHH!

Dave jumps up -- runs to the tent -- opens it -- and shakes
Jake awake.

TIME

Dave and Jake sit at a small campfire with a pan of snow on
top of the fire.

JAKE
That haunting face of that dead
guy. It is imprinted in my mind.

Jake closes his eyes.

JAKE
What if his spirit is mad? That I
was sleeping in his sleeping bag.

DAVE
Dude, a nightmare is one thing. But
if you start talking about evil
spirits. It is time to shut up,
Jake!

JAKE
Yeah, okay, but you don't have to
sleep in the dead guys sleeping
bag.

DAVE
Why aren't you thankful for the
dead guy? Since now you do have a
sleeping bag.

JAKE
Are you saying...

Jake looks at Dave.

JAKE
I should be happy that he got
killed and buried in no mans land?

DAVE
I didn't sleep in a dead mans
sleeping bag. But I slept for hours
even without a tent.
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JAKE
How long did I sleep for?

DAVE
LOOONG fucking time, Jake.

JAKE
So if it is getting dark now. And
we just waking up. It will be a
loong boring night.

DAVE
Yea.

JAKE
What is this singing sound?

Jake is nodding in the distance.

DAVE
It is fucking annoying.

JAKE
Annoying? I was more thinking in
the line of other people. That may
safe us from a certain death.

DAVE
Well, we can cautiously try to find
out, since we can't sleep for the
next 12 hours anyway. 

EXT. TRAIL - NIGHT

SUPER: 3 hours later.

They both have their headlight on, the headlights are on
their lowest setting.

Jake's GoPro - S.O. Singing noise from wind blowing through
cables. Jake stops -- looks up to his left side -- there is a
single telephone line hanging between 2 telephone-poles.

Jake looks backward and points toward the telephone-wire  --
Dave nods in the direction that they were traveling. Jake
starts hiking again.

EXT. OLD CABIN - DAY

SUPER: 13 Oct 2022 - 15:28.

Dave's Gopro - Jake stumbles 15 feet in front -- there is
snow all around -- Jake follows a snowed over foot-track.
Jake stops -- looks around -- waves with his arms.
Jake waits for Dave to catch up. Dave throws his hands up --
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Jake waits for Dave to catch up. Dave throws his hands up --
Jake points toward his right. Dave looks over to his right,
in the distance there is an old mountain cabin visible.

DAVE
We need to shut up, though. Let's
stay silent and walk up to that
hill and see who or what is inside!

Dave starts walking bend over. The old Mountain Cabin comes
into view. Dave sits behind the small hill -- and observes
the mountain cabin.

EXT. OLD  CABIN - DAY

Jake's Gopro - walks silently through the snow. He follows
some faint and snowed over footprints. The footprints stop 30
feet in front of the cabin. Jake looks over at Dave. Who also
looks at the footprints.

Dave makes a; go on keep moving movement. Jake turns around
and walks toward the cabin.

INT. OLD CABIN - DAY

Dave's GoPro - 

Dave enters the cabin -- Jake follows -- slams the door close
-BANG -- Dave puts a chair against the door.

Dave walks toward the window frame -- looks outside. Nothing
to see but barren mountains and snow falling.

Jake drops his backpack and sits underneath the window frame.

There is a stack of dried firewood in front of the wood-
stove. On the wall there is the smashed, Finish map.

Dave starts dragging the knife-carved table toward the door.
Jake gets up and helps. They place it square in front of the
door.

DAVE
Ajeto!

Jake gives a balded hand sign to Dave -- Dave finishes the
gesture by giving Jake a BOX with his balded hand.

JAKE
Some smart ass troll who can come
in here.

Dave walks toward the wood-stove and starts making a fire.
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TIME

They sit on 2 chairs close to the burning wood-stove. While
they eat some food from the pouch. We hear the storm raging
outside.

JAKE
This must be the famous, Huplasjon
Hotel. Where you can enter for
free. But never leave again.

DAVE
I am fucking tired Jake.

Dave grabs his backpack -- puts his sleeping bag on the
ground.

INT. OLD CABIN - DAY

SUPER: 14 Oct 2020 - 8:12.

Third Camera - Dave and Jake sit at the Knife carved table,
which sits in the middle of the old cabin. Dave points toward
a specific point, on a map which is displayed on the table.

Jake, who sits on the opposite side of the table, looks at
the map bored.

DAVE
So, to my best navigation and
tracking ability. We should be
somewhere across the border in
Norway.

JAKE
Because?

DAVE
Well, since there are no roads in
this area on the map. And we been
hiking for weeks, without crossing
any roads. We must be here. 

Dave hits finger on a specific point on the map.

JAKE
If you are correct. Which has like
a 10% chance. Then we need to walk
at least 10 days to any road. With
the slow speed we make through the
snow.

DAVE
Yes, so we better get moving.
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JAKE
We need to get some rest in this
cabin. We can dry our stuff. And
maybe even make some shower some
way to get somewhat human looking.

INT. OLD CABIN - NIGHT

SUPER 15 Oct 2022 - 02:22

Jake's GoPro - Pitch dark.

JAKE
Hey Dave!

S.O. someone waking up.

JAKE
DAVE!!

DAVE
Yeah, what?

JAKE
Did you hear that?

DAVE
No! What was it?

JAKE
Fucking Trolls!

Dave gets up -- jumps out of bed. Dave looks through the
window. Jumps down and makes a Stay silent gesture! -- Dave,
hides below the window frame. Jake, gets up -- walks toward
the window -- looks outside -- there is a bright moon in the
sky. A troll walks from the right toward the left. The Troll
looks strait at the window. - S.O. loud Troll roar. Jake
ducks down next to Dave as well.

 DAVE
Why the hell did you do that?

JAKE
Just, to have a look.

DAVE
Are you trying to get us killed?

S.O. Load Troll roar.

JAKE
Hey, stop it okay, Dave! You keep
saying that there are Trolls
everywhere. But it has been days
since I have seen one!
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DAVE
Yes, because we, SHUT THE FUCK UP!

S.O. Load Troll roar. A silhouette appears (Troll stands in
front of the window in the moon's light). 

JAKE
Oh God, do we get this again?
Trolls this, Trolls that. Stay
silent all my life or what?

DAVE
SHUT UP NOW!

JAKE
Yes, I know. Shut up NOW, Shut Up
tomorrow. And shut up the whole
fucking week!

INT. OLD CABIN - NIGHT

SUPER: 15 Oct 2020 - 4:41.

Jake's GoPro - Jake lays on the floor -- looks at the window,
where Dave hides below. Dave has a bewildered look, and looks
paranoid from the door to Jake and back to the door.

Dave points toward the door. Jake crawls to the door -- Dave
makes a run for it -- they keep the door shut.

Dave gets down on the floor and crawls to to the window --
sits on his knees and peeks outside -- falls back on the
ground -- makes a stay silent gesture toward Jake.

TIME

SUPER: 15 Oct 2020 - 5:07.

Jake looks at Dave who is still hiding below the window --
Jake makes a gesture which is not clear on the camera -- Dave
gets on his knees again -- peeks outside again -- falls back
on the floor again.

Dave looks at Jake -- Jake points toward the wood-stove. Dave
crawls toward it -- throws the water form a bucket on the
small fire. Dave goes back to the window.

Jake crawls toward Dave -- peeks outside the window -- sees a
giant Troll sitting opposite the window -- munching on
something. Jake falls back below the window.

TIME

SUPER: 15 Oct 2020 - 6:01.

Pitch dark.
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JAKE
I am fucking cold.

DAVE
Shh, they will rip us apart.

JAKE
I think they are gone, or we would
have heard them by now.

INT. OLD CABIN - DAY

SUPER: 15 Oct 2020 - 9:32.

Third Camera - stands on the wood-stove and has a view in the
cabin.

JAKE
We need to get out of here, Dave.
Before it gets dark again.

Dave starts packing his backpack. - Jake does the same.

They got their backpacks strapped on, Jake is at the door. He
has his right hand, on the doorknob. Jake looks at Dave. Dave
grabs the third camera and stuffs it in his pocket.

Dave's GoPro - is turned on -- walks toward the door. Where
Jake slowly opens the door. Jake peeks outside. Dave stands
just behind Jake. Jake slowly walks outside.

Dave pushes Jake, they walk silently 10 feet from the cabin.
Dave looks back at the cabin. There is a Troll stalking
walking from the backside of the cabin, toward them.

Dave stops in his tracks. And grabs Jake his backpack. Jake
slaps Dave his arm.

JAKE
Fuck Off!

S.O. Troll roar. The Troll runs toward the front of the
cabin, but stays 50 feet away from the cabin.

Dave stands silently, so does Jake. Dave steps backward slow
but steady. While he keeps dragging Jake by his backpack,
Jake slowly walks back as well.

TIME

Dave's GoPro - Dave walks slowly in the cabin -- Jake slams
the door shut. BANG -- Dave looks around.

DAVE
What the Fuck! Now he will get us.

Jake turns around and keeps the door shut.
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JAKE
Will you help for this 1 time,
smart ass.

Dave keeps the door shut as well. Dave slides the table
toward the door. Jake helps to block the door with the table.

JAKE
Now what?

TIME

SUPER 3 hours later.

Third Camera -- Jake sits at the wood-stove and tries to
light the fire. Dave sits below the window frame where the
camera is set up.

DAVE(OFF CAMERA)
Don't fucking do it Jake.

Jake looks over toward the camera. Jake lights a lighter a
few times. Jake grabs some of the news papers -- puts them in
the wood-stove.

Dave gets up, and comes into the view of the camera. Dave
grabs Jake by the shoulder and throws him backward on the
ground.

JAKE
We are freezing to death, Dave. We
need this fire.

Jake gets up and lights the fire.

Dave starts kicking the fire. Jake pushes Dave. Dave pushes
back.

JAKE
Stop it Dave! We will freeze to
death.

Dave grabs Jake by the neck and pushes him on the ground. And
keeps him on the ground.

DAVE
It is always you, who ruins it
Jake. Last time in the Rockies, you
threw away my phone. This trip you
threw away 2 phones.

Jake pushes Dave at the chest and is kicking his legs.

JAKE
The phones have nothing to do with
this Dave! We need to get warm, or
we freeze to death.
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DAVE
If we light the fire, that Troll
will rip your head off.

Beat - Dave holds Jake pinned to the ground. Jake stares at
Dave.

JAKE
That Troll can't see the fucking
fire Dave. The windows are blacked
out, and the door is shut.

Dave looks from the window to the door.

JAKE
If that Troll would be attracted by
screaming. He would be storming in
right fucking now!

Jake looks at the door. Dave looks at the door. Nothing
happens.

Dave loosens his grip on Jake his neck. Dave rolls over and
lays with his back on the floor.

INT. OLD CABIN - DAY

SUPER: 15 Oct 2020 - 15:01.

There is a fire in the wood-stove and there are 2 hiking
trousers and 2 jackets drying near the wood-stove. Steam is
coming from the clothing. 

Jake's GoPro - Dave stands in front of the window -- faces
Jake, who sits on the table against the door. Jake gets up
and walks toward Dave.

JAKE
Don't do it, Dave.

DAVE
We need to have some light in here.
Our batteries are running out soon.

Dave turns around and grabs the thing that blocks the window.

Jake grabs Dave his arm and pulls him away. Dave gives Jake a
shove. Jake falls backward on his back. Jake sits up and
looks toward Dave. Who has pulled away the thing and now the
daylight shines through the window.

Dave blocks his eyes with his hand, Jake does the same.

Dave looks through the window. And starts talking with a
raised voice to Jake.
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DAVE
Yes, just SHUT UP will you! Those
fucking Trolls can see in the
fucking dark.

Jake gets up on his feet.

JAKE
Dude, I have enough of your
bullshit. If you want to argue is 1
thing. But what you are shouting
now, does not even make any sense.

Jake blocks the table with the weight of his body.

DAVE
Yeah, those fucking Trolls! Have
eaten more people then you or me
have fucked Jake!

JAKE
Dave, you've gone insane! Always
Trolls or fucking woman. I just
told you, you do not make any
sense.

Dave turns around -- looks straight at Jake.

DAVE
Look.

Jake looks through the window. There is 1 Troll sitting 50-
feet from the cabin, observing the cabin. And there is 1
Troll walking from the cabin toward the first Troll.

DAVE
They don't come in here.

JAKE
You are insane Dave! They will rip
your head off.

TIME.

JAKE
Soo....?

DAVE
We are stuck.

JAKE
Stuck?

DAVE
Yes! Fucking stuck!
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JAKE
Like, stuck, as in we can't go
away?

DAVE
Exactly!

INT. OLD CABIN - NIGHT

SUPER: 16 Oct 2020 - 08:41.

Jake's GoPro - Dave is staring into the fire in the wood-
stove. 

JAKE
What the fuck is that rotten smell?

DAVE
It comes from over there.

JAKE
What's, in your backpack?

Dave gets up and goes through his backpack. Dave retrieves a
zip-lock bag with some black liquid in it.

Dave grabs his nose and makes a: eww it stinks face.

JAKE
Oh my fucking God. That stinks.

Jake starts laughing.

JAKE
Why the fuck, is THAT in your bag?

DAVE
That's what was in that jar at that
dead hiker.

Dave throws it away out the door with a solid throw.

INT. OLD CABIN - DAY

SUPER: 16 Oct 2020 - 9:12.

Jake's GoPro - Dave is fixing his hiking trouser with some
thread and needle. Jake grabs a pencil from the table -- Jake
grabs the logbook and chucks it on the table. Opens the book
and goes through the first 3 pages which are all written in
Swedish. When he turns the fourth page. He reads the message
(That Frank and Fred, left in the first part of this sequel.)

JAKE
This is the cabin from Frank and
Fred!
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DAVE
No, it can't be!

JAKE
Look at the stupid, Finish map.

DAVE
Yes, I have seen that. The same
stupid Finish map is in all the
cabins.

JAKE
You, keep saying that. But, how the
fuck do you know that?

DAVE
You have seen the hiking trail
signs! They were all the same for a
hundred miles.

JAKE
That does not explain that map,
Dave!

DAVE
Anyone can put up any map they
want.

Jake walks over to Dave with the logbook in his hand and
tries to show Dave the logbook.

Dave is stubborn and pushes the logbook away.

JAKE
Look here?

DAVE
I don't want to see the stupid
entries.
And the stupid hearts drawn.

JAKE
Frank and Fred, their writing is in
here!

Dave looks at Jake and grabs the logbook reluctantly, Dave
starts reading the page.

DAVE
It seems to me, that they weren't
joking after all. The past entries
are indeed from 1986.

Dave looks at Jake, Jake looks at Dave.

JAKE
The same Cabin, The same logbook!
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Dave gets up -- runs toward the door -- Jake runs after Dave,
and tries to open the door. Dave keeps the door shut.

DAVE
That fucking Troll will fucking eat
you, Jake!

JAKE
It must be there, man! Only 100
feet away.

Jake tries to push Dave away. Dave pushes harder and Jake
falls over on his back.

DAVE
Keep it cool! That bag is long
gone! 

Jake jumps up on his feet. And runs toward the door again --
he grabs the door handle and opens it. Dave grabs Jake by the
neck. And pulls him away in a headlock. 

DAVE
Whatever was in it, is rotten away
by now.

JAKE
Aargggg.

DAVE
Put it out of your mind, Jake!

TIME

SUPER: 2 hours later.

Jake's GoPro - Dave sits at the wood-stove. Jake draws in the
visitors logbook at an empty page. He finishes drawing a
Troll, which is sitting 50-feet away, seen through the window
of the cabin. 

Jake goes through the empty pages, at a random page in the
middle of the book there is writing. He reads it carefully --
the camera happens to catch the writing.

ON THE PAGE: "Frank gave me a free vacation. Supposedly to
film this hiking adventure. However it seems to me, that
Frank wants to film, how I am eaten by fucking ancient
dinosaurs, Troll looking monsters. If you find 2 bodies, this
would be Fred huppeldepup and Frank asshole."

Jake uses the next empty page to write an entry.

ON THE PAGE: "16 October 2020. Jake Morison and Smart ass.
Dear diary, I am stuck with this smart-ass who thinks he
knows it all. But he got us stuck with 2 Trolls outside
waiting, to fucking eat us. 
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What is in the bag, Frank?

I need to know!

Some day soon, I will find out. And write in here what was
inside the mysterious black bag."

Jake leaves the rest of the page empty and writes down his
name on the bottom of the page.

INT. OLD CABIN - DAY

SUPER: 19 Oct 2020 - 14:28.

Third Camera - Is pointed outside from the window -- it zooms
in on the Troll that sits observing them 50 feet away. It
zooms in on the Trolls head.

JAKE
Now I am going to use my psychic
ability. Zooooommmmmm, move away
fucking Troll.

Nothing happens. The third camera pans around some, through
the forest in the distance. Something moved in the trees --
the camera zooms in on a deer -- a Troll comes flying through
the screen. The Troll grabs the deer and disappears.

INT. OLD CABIN - DAY

SUPER: 22 Oct 2020 - 16:07.

Third Camera -- looks outside at the Troll. Who comes walking
from the side of the cabin. And takes a seat in his favorite
spot opposite the window. There is a track through the snow
exactly 50 feet from the cabin. Going round the cabin. The
snow has been walked on by the Trolls patrolling the cabin.

INT. OLD CABIN - NIGHT

SUPER: 22 Oct 2020 : 22:45.

Third Camera - 

JAKE
This is the most boring Friday
night I have had in my life Dave!

Dave looks bored at Jake.

DAVE
I am not doing karaoke or
something. Without a six-pack.
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JAKE
We can't be sitting here watching
at that fucking Troll all night
long.

DAVE
Okay, so we play rock, paper,
scissor all night long.

Jake looks around the room.

JAKE
Let's make a ultra difficult puzzle
from that fucking Finish Map.

TIME

Dave has the folded-up map in his hands. And starts cutting
the map with a scissor from the corners inward.

JAKE
Why the hell you cut it like that.

DAVE
Otherwise it is too simple eh. Just
start with the corners.

Dave cuts the map in 2000 pieces. And throws them into a pile
in the middle of the room. they both sit down -- sorting out
the pieces. Jake grabs a few and looks toward the backside of
the pieces.

JAKE
There is something written on the
backside.

Dave looks at Jake -- then to his hands. Dave grabs some
pieces himself -- and looks at the backside.

DAVE
What is written on it?

Jake looks at Dave.

JAKE
Why the hell didn't you just cut it
some large pieces?

DAVE
Why the hell do you even want to
cut this thing in pieces?

TIME

They put some puzzle pieces together. 
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DAVE
Look at these pieces. They are cut
with the scissor they have slight
serrated edges.

Jake has a look at some pieces in his hand as well.

JAKE
Oh that makes it easy. We sort out
the edges first.

 Jake stands up -- the pieces are thrown through the room.

DAVE
Good job Jake.

JAKE
What noob would lay a puzzle on the
fucking floor.

TIME

The puzzle is on the table. They sit opposite of each-other
at the table. There is a small box of needles which pin some
pieces on the table.

Dave shows 5 pieces together which appear to form a part of
the border of a hand drawn map, to Jake.

Jake puts 3 more pieces next those of Dave, which connect and
show the outline of a border of a map. 

INT. OLD CABIN - DAY

The puzzle is on the table - 30% finished. The bottom part
shows pieces of a map of the area complete.

SUPER: 23 Oct 2020 - 16:34.

Third Camera - 

BOOM - Bang

JAKE
AUWW! WHY THE HELL DID YOU DO THAT
FOR?

DAVE
If you open that fucking door, we
are are dead Jake!

Jake gets up, and runs 2 steps. Makes a flying kick into Dave
-- Dave falls backward, with the back of his head on the
floor. Jake stands over Dave -- looks at him.

JAKE
Are you okay Dave?
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Jake shakes Dave on his shoulders -- taps him in the face.
Dave murmurs and sits up.

JAKE
Are you okay, Dave?

DAVE
What the hell, happened?

JAKE
You fell.

DAVE
Fuck you asshole! Did you knock me
out?

JAKE
You started man!

DAVE
Go on, walk outside.

Dave gets up. Jake looks at him -- Dave starts pushing Jake.
Jake starts pushing back -- Dave pushes harder and pushes
Jake against the door.

DAVE
You wanted to go outside Jake. Now
you go outside.

Jake pushes Dave -- Dave swings and hits Jake in the face and
knocks him out. Drags the table away - we see the puzzle
pieces fly through the room. Dave opens the door. We see some
puzzle pieces blown outside. Dave drags Jake outside --
closes the door. Jake starts banging on the door.

JAKE
Let me in Dave!

DAVE
You wanted to go outside! Now you
stay outside!

Jake starts kicking the door.

DAVE
Stop it Jake, the door will break.

JAKE
Let me in!

Dave looks through the window. Dave runs toward the door and
opens it -- pulls Jake back in -- closes the door - KLANG.

Awkward silence.
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DAVE
Okay, if we want to have any chance
to get out of here alive.

Dave looks intensely at Jake.

DAVE
I mean both alive. Then we have to
focus.

Jake starts grabbing the puzzle pieces from around the room.
Dave starts to help him. They start to put the pieces
together.

INT. OLD CABIN - DAY

SERIE OF SHORT SHOTS;

They give a BOX in front of the camera.

They have some pieces of the puzzle together again.

They sit on their chairs in front of the wood-stove.

They are face to face shouting.

Jake writes in the visitor log book.

They have more pieces of the puzzle together.

Dave sorts out his backpack.

They sit with a bored face, facing the camera.

They show their middle fingers to the camera. 

They have most of the puzzle complete.

INT. OLD CABIN - DAY

Third camera - shows a close up of the hand drawn map, on the
puzzle.

INT. OLD CABIN - DAY

SUPER: 24 Oct 2020 - 09:23.

Dave's GoPro - Dave is messing with Jake his broken phone.
holds the charging cable a certain way -- it charges -- tuns
it on -- no signal -- goes through Jake his videos -- 163
messages pop up -- he reads some -- tries to send a message
-- does not work -- tries to call -- does not work.
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JAKE
What the hell do you do with my
telephone?

DAVE
You are so fucking dumb. There is
nothing wrong with your phone.

Jake grabs the phone and starts to read the messages -- Dave
grabs the phone -- and holds it high in the sky. No
reception.

Jake's GoPro - reads the messages on the phone we happen to
be able to read the specific message -- "Jake, the Swedish
police says that you are in a No Service area. And that you
are there on your own risk. In other words, NOBODY COMES TO
SAFE YOU!!!!"

INT. OLD CABIN - NIGHT

SUPER: 24 Oct 2020 - 20:47.

Dave's Gopro - Dave looks at Jake's phone in his hand -- he
opens an app -- the app shows -- -17 Degree.

DAVE
-17 again.

JAKE
Yeah, that's what I said. Fucking
cold!

Dave sits on a chair while Jake throws in a chair-leg into
the fire.

JAKE
Well that was mine. Now it's your
turn Dave.

Dave gets up -- smashes his chair -- puts the pieces in front
of the wood-stove.

DAVE
Well, those chairs sucked anyway.

TIME

Dave and Jake sit in front of the wood-stove on the ground.

JAKE
This floor is kinda hard.

DAVE
Fucking cold dude.

Jake looks toward the table, that blocks the door.
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JAKE
That table will give us 2 days
warmth.

DAVE
We can't burn that table before we
know what the fuck is on the
backside of that map.

JAKE
We can move that puzzle on the
floor.

DAVE
No way, it will be blown all across
the room before we finish it.

INT. OLD CABIN - DAY

SUPER: 25 Oct 2020 - 10:21.

Third Camera - is turned on -- Jake is ripping a side-panel
from the wall. There are 3 already in front of the fireplace.

DAVE
Stop it, Jake! We need this cabin
to stay alive.

Jake shows his hands; which are all frostbitten. Jake sits
down -- starts unlacing his right boot.

JAKE
Here let me show you my fucking
feet, Dave. They will be falling
off if we don't get warm.

DAVE
Yes, I know Jake. But if you take
the fucking walls down. Those
Trolls will eat us.

Jake lays back on his back. Grabs his face with his hands.

JAKE
We need to do something Dave! We
will die in here.

Dave places the third camera in the window frame, so that it
points into the cabin. Dave walks toward a floor plank, which
is someone offset from the others. Dave tries to get a hold
on it.

DAVE
Maybe we can use some of these
without compromising the shelter.
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Jake gets up and looks at the plank. Jake grabs Dave his
bush-craft knife from the floor. Jake starts prying the floor
plank. Jake manages too pry the knife between the floor
planks and tries to lift it up.

JAKE
Well, Dave! How about helping or
something.

Dave grabs the floor plank at the edge and pulls as hard as
he can. He can't pull it more then an inch or 3. Jake gets up
-- grabs the plank also.

DAVE
3, 2, 1!

They pull as hard as they can. The plank breaks; about 3 feet
of the plank flies through the air while Dave and Jake fall
backwards. -- They both bump the back of their heads on the
floor.

JAKE
AUWWW MOTHER FUCKKER!!

DAVE
FUUUUUCK!

They both sit up -- feel their heads -- look at each other.
They get up and look at the piece of floor plank. A piece of
aluminum metal is on it. Dave grabs the board. And has a
close look while Jake tries to grab the plank that is still
in the floor. While Jake reaches he has a look in the hole.
Jake sits on his knees and looks into the hole.

JAKE
Give me a flashlight, Dave!

Dave looks over to Jake. Walks over to Jake and looks into
the hole as well. Dave walks to his bag and grabs a lighter.
Walks back and hands over the lighter to Jake. Jake lights it
and looks in the hole while Dave walks toward the third
camera and grabs it -- walks back with the camera to film
inside the hole.

DAVE
What is it?

JAKE
I can't make it out from here.

Dave shoves Jake away and puts the camera in the hole. The
camera shows a hatch.

TIME

Dave's GoPro - a large part of the floor has been opened.
Dave walks toward it. Jake looks at Dave his Gopro.
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JAKE
Is it on?

DAVE
Yes.

Jake walks toward a hatch in the middle of the opened floor.
Jake uses the camp hatchet and starts smashing into the hatch
-- after 5 hits -- he grabs the side of the hatch and opens
it -- Dave comes closer and looks straight in the opened
hatch. There is a suitcase and a large radio beacon with a
small blinking, GREEN LED.

JAKE
What the fuck, is that?

Jake reaches for it with his right hand.

DAVE
Don't do THAT, Jake.

Jake backs off from the beacon and grabs the suitcase. Chucks
it down next to him. Opens it -- there is a gun, a pile of
maps and some emergency equipment; lighters; flares; walky-
talky.

Dave grabs the gun -- skillfully checks if there are bullets
in -- if it is loaded -- Jake looks at Dave.

JAKE
And?

DAVE
Ready to go.

INT. CABIN - DAY

SUPER: 10 minutes later.

Third Camera - is set up in the window frame and looks in the
cabin. The green blinking LED is clearly visible. Dave and
Jake sit next to the hole in the floor. With the box emptied
on the floor. Dave has a small, half empty bottle of whiskey
in his hand. Jake looks at a plastic bag in his hand. Dave
takes a gulp of the bottle and hands it over to Jake.  

DAVE
Ladies and Gentleman, our chances
have just increased dramatically.
And are now pointed toward final
victory.

JAKE
We hit the jackpot here, we got a
gun, some food and even some world
famous whiskey.
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Dave slaps his hand on a stack of maps.

DAVE
Here we got all the maps of the
area to get out of here.

JAKE
Tomorrow we will shoot the Troll
and make it out of here.

DAVE
Uhm, nah. With this gun we can't
kill a fucking Troll, Jake! 

INT. CABIN - NIGHT

SUPER: 25 Oct 2020 - 20:33.

Jake's GoPro - is turned on. Dave sits on the floor in front
of a thee light which illuminates his face. Next to him, the
floor is still opened. And the green blinking LED noticeably
visible. On the other side of him there are 3 maps folded
open. The gun is on the map, nearest to him. In arms reach.

DAVE
Sure, worth a try. But what if
these are fucking BLANKS?

JAKE
Just shoot 1 time, then we are sure
if there are bullets or blanks.

DAVE
That is a waste of maybe perfect
ammo. There is only 1 magazine with
12 bullets. That's it!

Jake grabs the walky-talky that is next to him. He turns on 1
of the knobs -- it starts squeaking.

DAVE
There is nobody around here, Jake!

JAKE
Dude, this afternoon I heard some
voices.

DAVE
In your head, Jake. That was just
static noise.

JAKE
Static noise, that screamed for
help?

Dave sighs. Grabs the pistol -- points it at Jake his head.
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DAVE
Okay, I will check if they are
blanks.

INT. CABIN - DAY

SUPER: 26 Oct 2020 - 7:17.

The maps are still on the ground. The floor board that were
opened are chopped up and are in front of the fire place.
Leaving a big open spot in the floor.

Dave's GoPro - shows his face in the GoPro -- Dave has a
black left eye. Dave puts the GoPro on his head -- Jake
stands in front of him with the gun in his right hand. 

DAVE
Real tough! Hitting a sleeping guy!

JAKE
You don't point a loaded gun at my
head, Dave!

Jake points the gun at Dave his head. 

JAKE
I think they are just blanks. Let
me test it!

Dave looks up at Jake -- Jake starts shaking.

DAVE
JAKE! Don't you fucking shoot me!
JAKE, it is time to STOP!

Jake's breathing comes down.

DAVE
Stop, think okay!

Jake looks at Dave then at the gun.

JAKE
I messaged your wife with your
phone.

DAVE
Okay. It's okay Jake.

BEAT

DAVE
I know you fucked her. Forget about
it.
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JAKE
WHAT THE FUCK DAVE! I would never
do that. She told you, that I am
untrustworthy.

DAVE
Okay. Just put the gun down Jake.

INT. CABIN - DAY

SUPER: 26 Oct 2020 - 15:53.

Jake's GoPro - Looks out of the window -- straight at the
Troll that is watching the cabin from 50 yards away. Jake
points the gun toward the Troll.

JAKE
Bang!

DAVE(OFF CAMERA)
Yes, it is a Troll, Jake. Get over
it.

JAKE
He is just sitting there, waiting
for us to get outside. Doesn't that
make you fucking angry?

DAVE
Nothing we can do Jake!

Jake turns around -- looks at Dave - who sits looking at the
maps. He keeps 1 map in his hand and compares it with the
other map, on the floor.

JAKE
Yes, it is a fucking, hiking trail-
map. Get over it.

Dave waves the map he keeps in his hands.

DAVE
This one is yes.

Dave waves with his right arm at Jake. Jake comes closer.
Dave points toward a logo on the map on the floor.

DAVE
Look here.

Jake has a close look; there is the Troll with the knapsack
logo on the map.

JAKE
Yea, so? It is a fucking Troll
sign.
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DAVE
Same as on that radio thing in the
floor.

JAKE
Yes, what the fuck, IS THAT THING
DAVE???

DAVE
Whatever it is, it has something to
do with this map.

JAKE
Yes but, WHATTT??

Dave lays the 2 maps next to each-other and points toward a
bordered area. Jake has a close look so we can make out that
the bordered areas are the same shape on the 2 maps.

The unique shape of the bordered area's on the maps coincide
with the hand drawn map on the Finish map.

JAKE
So what? Two different companies
who made trail maps from the area.

Dave points to a specific point at the map.

DAVE
Look, on the hiking trail map,
those area's are listed as
prohibited for motorized vehicles.
While on the Troll sign map, those
same areas are bordered with Troll
signs.

JAKE
That shape on those maps, seems a
lot like the shape on the puzzle!

Dave looks surprised at Jake. Jumps up -- runs to the puzzle
table. Has a close look - grabs the thee-light - places the
Troll map next to the hand drawn map on the puzzle. Jake has
a look as well.

DAVE
Did you not download that whole
Swedish encyclopedia?

Jake runs to his phone.

TIME

The puzzle is almost complete -- some random pieces are
missing.

Jake walks around - moves a lot -- Dave pushes him away. Jake
pushes Dave -- Dave nearly hit the table.
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DAVE
Take it easy Jake!

Dave grabs Jake his phone and makes some pictures of the
puzzle.

SUPER: 5:34.

JAKE
Well, what does it mean?

DAVE
I don't have clue yet. Those papers
have all the translated words on
it.

Jake reads through the papers.

JAKE
Dave?

Dave does not notice him -- and keeps searching in the
Swedish words book. Jake slaps HARD on Dave his shoulder.

JAKE
What kind of animals are bi-pedal,
Dave?

Dave stares at Jake! -- Jake reads the papers out loud.

JAKE
Legal code: Troll protection act
1328.
Trolls are protected by the King
and any following government.
The Trolls have the right to live
for eternity in their native
habitat as defined in.
The Troll Habitat Map.
The native people of the area, have
not only the right but also the
duty to enforce this law for
eternity.
Clarification: The Troll's diet is
bipedal creatures; and large
carnivores.

DAVE
No way. That is fucked up.

JAKE
What is written in the upper part?

DAVE
I still have to translate that
part. It will be finished tomorrow.
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INT. OLD CABIN - DAY

SUPER: 27 Oct 2020 - 11:26.

Dave operates the Third Camera.

Third Camera - Jake makes a documentary style video message.

He reads the text on the puzzle.

JAKE
Ladies and gentleman, we are here
to expose the Troll Hoax. However
an unexpected turn of events,
turned it upside down. 

Jake points outside the window. The Third camera looks
through the window and zooms in on the Troll sitting outside.

JAKE
Now we are looking at trolls
outside the window. And we found
this ancient text in the cabin that
reads:

Insert > Image of the solved puzzle.

JAKE(VOICE OVER)
PROTECTORS OF THE LAND.
We the natives of the land, may
have difficult times to enforce
this law.
Since the diet of the Trolls may
look and behave as our selfs.
However we have been assigned a
moral duty to protect this
magnificent and endangered creature
for eternity.

Third Camera -- Shows Jake sitting at the table, with the
near completed puzzle.

JAKE
So even in the hard times, when you
have to decide between the prey and
the protected species it is
important to remember our unique
position to protect this
endangered, last species of the
God's world.

Third Camera zooms out from Jake.

Dave hands over the Camera to Jake. Jake pans to Dave.
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DAVE
So this Hoax has been proven true.
We will see you in the future with
more adventures. Over and Out!

INT. OLD CABIN - DAY

SUPER: 29 Oct 2020 - 16:52.

Dave's Gopro - Jake sits close at the radio beacon next to
Jake. Jake has the compass in his hand and holds it close to
the radio. 

Dave has Jake's phone in his hands and keeps it close to the
radio beacon as well. the display shows "29 minutes" 

The walky-talky is on the side of the radio as well.

The compass needle shifts at once 90-degrece toward the left.
the timer in the display of Jake's phone shows: "30 minutes."

INT. OLD CABIN - DAY

SUPER: 30 Oct 2020 - 9:11.

Dave's GoPro - Jake sits at the Radio Beacon -- Dave walks
toward him.

DAVE
DON'T FUCKING DO IT JAKE!

JAKE
Do what? There is not even an on or
off button.

DAVE
Yes, so don't fucking ruin it. It
may keep the Trolls away.

JAKE
I think this thing, messes up the
compasses in the area.

DAVE
No, then we would have a stronger
magnetic distortion on our
compasses here.

JAKE
Okay, so this thing distorts the
GPS signal.

DAVE
No, I told you 30 times now. You
need a giant machine to spoof the
GPS, signals on such a large area.
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JAKE
Okay, I got it. So this thing
blocks our cell phone signal.

DAVE
NOO! This thing is wayy too small
for any of that. This thing keeps
those fucking Trolls away for 100
feet. That's it!

EXT. OLD CABIN - DAY

SUPER: 1 Nov 2020 - 8:13.

Jake's GoPro - peeks outside and sees the Troll sleeping.
Jake looks at Dave, who sleeps in his sleepingbag next to the
wood-stove. Jake walks silently toward the door and opens the
cabin's door. Silently! -- He goes outside -- leaves the door
open -- walks slow, silent through the 2 feet snow -- he
looks all sides. Walks toward the hiking trail -- he follows
the snowed over hiking trail toward the big stone (where
Frank had hidden a black bag in the first part of this
sequel. The bag was covered with a smaller yet heavy stone). 

-- Jake sits low and has a final look around and sees the old
cabin. No Troll in sight. 

JAKE
This is what Dave was so scared
about. Nothing scary about this.

-- Jake grabs the smaller stone and tries to pull it away. It
does not work, the stone is frozen stuck. Jake tries to kick
it loose, which does not work. Then he removes the snow
between the stones. Jake grabs the smaller stone and pulls
with all his might.

JAKE
AAAAAA!

Jake tumbles backward when the smaller stone gives way. S.O.
Loud Troll roar. Jake stops, stays silent -- looks around --
nothing to see. Grabs the black plastic back from underneath
the stone. S.O. Troll running -- Jake looks to his right into
the forest. S.O. Troll roaring -- a giant Troll jumps toward
Jake. Jake turns around -- and starts to run back toward the
cabin. With the bag in his hand. The Troll attacks Jake --
rips his stomach open with his hand.

DAVE
JAKE! What the fuck.

S.O. Rapid gunshots - BANG - BANG - BANG - BANG - BANG.

Jake gets on his hands and knees, grabs the black bag. And
starts crawling toward the cabin. S.O. Troll roaring in pain.
Dave his arm pulls Jake toward the cabin.
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Jakes camera points toward the injured Troll. While Jake is
being pulled toward the cabin. The injured Troll stumbles
toward them. At the 50-feet line from the cabin; the Troll
suddenly stops. Shakes his head violently while he makes a
loud Troll roar. Then the Troll turns around and walks off.

INT. OLD CABIN - DAY

Jake's GoPro - Jake is screaming. As he is thrown on the
floor by Dave. Dave slams the door shut. Dave opens Jake's
jacket. Grabs a small pocket-knife from his pocket and cuts
open Dave his sweater and T-shirt.

JAKE
Aauuuw, take it easy.

DAVE
You just relax okay, Jake.

Jake tries to open the black plastic bag. Dave grabs the
plastic bag from Jake's hands and throws it with a firm throw
in a corner of the cabin. Dave grabs a first aid kit, from
his backpack. Hands 2 pills to Jake. Grabs a canteen from
beside the wood-stove. And gives it to Jake. Jake swallows
the pills. Dave looks at the wound. Dave messes around with
the wound.

JAKE
AAAAAAAAAAA FUCK!!

DAVE
Relax!

Dave grabs some bandage from his medical kit and starts
cleaning the wound.

JAKE
Is it bad?

DAVE
Yes it is.

JAKE
How fucking bad.

DAVE
You should survive it. But you have
to keep still.

JAKE
You know that, I am dying right?

DAVE
You are NOT dying. You just have to
give this wound time to heal,
without moving.
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INT. OLD CABIN - DAY

SUPER: 1 Nov 2020 - 11:23.

Dave's GoPro - Dave throws some table pieces into the fire.

JAKE
Give me 1 more of those pills.

DAVE
We need to save them. Tomorrow, you
will be in more pain!

JAKE
Maybe, there are more pills in the
bag!

Dave stands up and walks toward the bag. Grabs it off the
ground. Has a look at it. Feels it.

DAVE
Whatever is in here, it was not
worth the trouble, Jake!

Dave walks up to Jake, who is in his sleeping bag next to the
wood-stove. Jake has the bag in his hands, starts to smile.
Jake looks into the camera.

JAKE
Ladies and Gentleman, it has been
18 years since this bag has been in
the hands of the bipedal food-
source. Now it is our turn to
debunk this hoax once and for all.
No man on earth would be so stupid,
to put this bag into the snow while
being chased by man-eating ancient
fucking ugly Trolls.

Jake tries to pull the bag open, but he fails. Dave hands
over his bush-craft knife. Jake carefully cuts the bag in the
upper side. then he tries to pull open the bag.

JAKE
AUWWW FUCK MOTHERFUCKERS!

DAVE
Take it easy, Jake!

Jake looks up to Dave.

JAKE
Here make a close up.

Dave comes close to the bag, while Jake opens it. Jake grabs
a handgun from the bag. Gives it to Dave, who puts it next to
him on the floor.
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JAKE
Well, does it work?

DAVE
It doesn't matter anymore Jake. We
can't kill a fucking Troll with a
handgun.

Jake turns toward the bag again, and takes a pile of Swedish
cash out of it. Puts it next to the gun. Then he takes out a
small electronic device. He looks at it, switches a button,
but nothing happens. Dave grabs the device and has a close
look. There is some text on the device, that reads; "GPS
beacon".

DAVE
Long dead!

Jake looks into the bag again and takes out a paper. And
reads it.

JAKE
Oh great a fucking phone number!

DAVE
Yeah, I told you. That bag was not
worth the trouble!

Jake grabs the bag and empties it on the floor. There falls a
Swedish Passport out. Dave grabs it, and has a close look. It
is a Swedish passport for Frank, with his pass-photo next to
it(protagonist from the first part of the sequel).

DAVE
Some fake passport. Will give us 1
second warmth in the wood-stove.
Great fucking mystery.

INT. OLD CABIN - DAY

SUPER: 4 Nov 2020 - 16:28.

Third Camera - 

JAKE
We got to Dave. I know you are
smart, calculated, and stuff. But
you have to realize that there is
no other option.

Dave looks at the radio beacon, then at Jake. Jake is a mess,
long beard, blue and black fingers, make shift patched up
stomach. With the second gun next to him. Dave walks toward
the radio Beacon -- pulls the red cable out. Jake looks at
Dave -- Dave looks at Jake. They keep silent, listening. Dave
walks toward the window, looks outside. The Troll is gone --
Dave pans around, there is no Troll to see.
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BANG -- The Troll tries to get inside.

DAVE
I told you so.

JAKE
Fast, turn it back on!

Trolls keep running into the door. Dave tries to reconnect
the power. However the connection breaks. The Troll ROARS out
loud.

Jake tries to crawl toward the Radio Beacon. Jake is in pain
and shouts in pain. Dave looks at Jake.

DAVE
Stay there Jake! You will kill
yourself if you keep moving.

Trolls banging the door.

JAKE
Do something Dave! They are coming
inside.

The door breaks -- a Trolls head comes inside. Jake throws
his coffee cup toward the Trolls head. Dave messes with the
radio beacon. The Troll roars loud. Leaves the door. 

The Trolls run off while roaring out loud.

INT. OLD CABIN - NIGHT

SUPER: 4 Nov 2020 - 18:46.

Dave's GoPro - Dave is messing with the wood-stove while Jake
sits on the last floor boards against the wall below the
windows frame. 

/ both cabin fever/ bruised from the trail/ and bruised from
fist fights.

S.O. Telephone rings, just a single time.

They look at each-other -- Jake gets up and stumbles toward
the telephone, while Dave runs toward it -- Dave grabs the
phone and listens. Jake falls down in pain.

JAKE
AAHHHHH FUCK MY STOMACH IS
EXPLODING.

Jake crawls toward the wall to lean against.
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INT. OLD CABIN - NIGHT

SUPER: 49 minutes later.

Dave's GoPro - S.O. Quad. 

Dave looks toward Jake. Jake looks toward the window.  Dave
grabs the gun and walks toward the window and looks outside. 

Some light becomes visible from a quad, driving toward the
cabin.

The Troll that has been observing them, becomes nervous. He
looks around, stands up, moves toward the right then toward
the left.

Dave looks at Jake.  He happens to sit in the moonlight
shining through the window. with the second gun next to him
in arms reach. Jake looks like a mess, the makeshift bandage
around his waist is soaked in blood.

Dave sets up the third camera -- pointing outside from the
window.

The quad is parked next to the cabin, off-screen while the
lights of the quad shine in the direction of the Troll.

The Troll looks nervously into the direction of the quad's
lights.

Dave looks toward the Troll then toward the green blinking
LED.

Dave raises his gun and shoots twice at the radio beacon -
BANG BANG -. The green blinking LED is gone.

Dave looks through the window again and sees The Troll
walking stalking slowly toward the quad guy.

The quad guy comes walking slowly into view with his BIG,
Troll hunting gun (with a scope and a laser light), drawn at
the Troll. 

Dave raises his gun and has the quad guy in the cross hairs
of his gun.  

JAKE
DON'T SHOOT HIM. WE NEED HIM. 

Dave looks over to Jake.

DAVE
He will kill both of us.

JAKE
HE IS HERE TO SAVE US.
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Dave looks toward the outside again. S.O. Troll roaring. The
Troll charges at the Quad Guy. 

Dave who tries to get a shot on the quad guy, but the Troll
is in between.

BANG - BANG - BANG.  The Troll slumps down. Gets up again and
walks toward the Quad Guy -- BANG - BANG. The Troll falls
dead backward.

JAKE
You know Dave. That thing I said
about your wife.

Dave looks at Jake.

DAVE
You fucked her?

JAKE
No man, fuck! (believe me look)I
would never do to that.

DAVE
What is going on with the 2 of you,
Jake?

Silhouette of a man walking moves over Jake.

JAKE
I have met your wife, a few times
after we finished university. We
have some old friends we visited
once in a while.

DAVE
She never told me that. She said
she had not seen you for over 20
years. When did this happen?

A red laser light -- pans around the cabin.

JAKE
I have always waited for the right
moment to tell you.

The red laser light stops at Jake's heart.

DAVE
Now would be the right moment to
tell me Jake!

The red laser light moves slowly to Jake's head -- Jake wants
to say something -- - BANG - Jake gets head shotted.

Jake's head explodes -- blood and brain matter spew all over
the wall. While his body rests sitting against the wall.
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The red laser light pans around systematically. Dave ducks
down. He grabs the pistol. he looks through the window --
sees the red laser light -- ducks down -BANG- -- S.O. Troll
roaring LOUD.

BANG - BANG - BANG - BANG - a bullet hits Dave's leg.
Moonlight shines through the bullet holes through the wall.

Dave checks the magazine in his pistol -- reloads it --
points the gun toward the body of Jake.

JAKE
Did you just fuck her?

Then Dave points the gun toward his own head.

DAVE
Or did I raise your child as my own
Jake?

BANG -- Dave screaming his lungs out!

DAVE
That fucker got me in the leg.

Dave raises the gun points it at the body of Jake. S.O.
Knocking at the door -- Dave points the gun at the door --
unloads 5 bullets (BANG, BANG, BANG, BANG, BANG). (magazine
is empty now). Dave keeps on 'shooting'. KLIK, sound of
Dave's empty gun. The door goes open. The quad guy stands in
the door opening. 

Dave points the gun at the Quad Guys head. Pulls the trigger
-- it is empty -- Klik - KLIK - KLIK - KLIK - KLIK.

QUAD GUY
 I am here to help.

The quad guy raises his gun toward Dave - BANG-. The camera
falls sidewards -- we see the world upside down -- the quad
guy turns around -- leaves the cabin.

The quad guy is heard driving off.

The End! 
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